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State U n iversity of New York at B u ffalo School  of Law 
Writing Skils Program Openned for First Y ere Students 
Mar k R.  Hel lerer 
As noted  i n  the l ast  issue  of 
O P I N I O N, the l aw facu l ty 
ap proved a research a n d  wrsi t i ng  
pr o gr a m  fo r  th e fi rst year students 
at i ts Octo ber 1 ,  1 9 7 5  meet i ng. 
A l t hso u g h  n o t a l l  t h e  
ad m i n i strat i ve detai l s  have bee n 
wor ked out,  the  overal I str ucture 
of the  p rogr am h as ta ken shape .  
Dual App roach 
Essent ia l l y th e p ro gram w i l l  
ta ke on a dual  ch aracte rs. F ou r  to 
fi v e  facu l tys -i nstr ucted groups  of 
f i f t e e n  stud ents wi l l com b i n e  
r e se a r c h  w i t h  i n s tr uct ion i n  
s u bsta nt ive law fi e l ds such as 
legis lat ion ,  pr i vacy and jud ic i a l  
pro cess . T h ese w i l l  be s im i l a r  to  
the smal l group  e l ect ives offered 
i n  past year s and w i l l  carry fou r  
cre dsi ts . T he rest o f  the fi rst year 
stu den ts wi l l  be p l aced i n  wr i t i n g  
gr o u ps o f  fi fteen to be taugh t  by  
u p p e rc l ass students .  S i n ce th e 
s t u sd e n t - t a u g h t  g r o u p s  w i l l  
e m phasize wntmg sk i l l s  rather 
than new substa n t i ve areas they  . 
w i l l c a r r y  th ree cred its .  The 
se lect i o n  for adm i ss ion  i n to one 
of the two gr o u ps wi l l  be  m ade by 
lotterys. 
O r gan izat ion  of Student-taugh t 
gro ups 
Ms . J oan  Ho l l i nger, a grad uate 
Verdict Gui lty 
Three to fi ve wr i ti n g  p rojects 
are env i s ioned wh ich  w i l l  dea l  
with var ious  l ega l docu ments such 
as op in ion  l ette rs, memo randa and 
br iefs .  These w i l l  proba b l y  be in  
the fie ld  of p rod u cts l i ab i l i t y  in  
order  to d raw upon  the fi r st yea r 
stu den ts '  bac kgro u nd i n  co ntracts 
and  to rts .  Ad d i t ional i n t rod uctorys' 
m a t e  ria l s  w i l l  be prov ided to 
of th e l aw school who is cu rre n tl y  s u p p l e m e n t  t h e  
a l aw l ectu rer, h as been ap po i n ted 
f i r s t  y e a r  
co u rse wo r k  i n  t h i s  area . 
to su perv i se the stud en t-ta u gh t  
aspect o f  th e program . I n  th is ro l e  
she w i l l  be assi sted by a fac u lty 
ad v isory co m m i ttee wh ich wi l l  a i d  
i n  t h e  s e l e c t i o n  o f  studen t 
Atten t ion w i l l  be focu sed on 
t h e  n e e d s  o f  t h e  i n d i v i d ual 
st u d e n t  t h ro ugh the smalsl gr o u ps ,  
i n d i v i d ua l  co nferences w i th th e 
s t u d e n t t e a c h e r  a n d t h e 
by DV F 
On Ocstober 2 1 ,  P ro f. F redr ick Cohen of the 
S.sU .N. Y s. at Alsbany, School for Crimsmal J ustice gave 
a gues t lectu re advocati ng the abolitio n of th e parole 
systesm. Const rary to t he ideal ist ic u nde rpi nn i ngs of 
the sysstem, pasro le has been a d is mas faslusre. Rather l is
tha n ac ts ng as a rehab i l itative sys te m paro le is bei ngis
used as a mea ns of socias con t ro l.  One need onl y l 
no te the me n t io n made i n  the McKay Com m isssion 
repo rt o n  the Attica Rebesllsion, that the a rbsit rarisness 
of the pa ro le syste m had beco me a source of 
b i tte rness amo ng the i n mates aga i nst the instituti on 
as a whole. Because of the vasluable socsial con t rol 
aspects of pasro le, cosr rect ions off iciasls thsroughou t 
the cou n t ry  jealously gua rd aga i nst a ny attacks o n  
the pasrosle systesm. Usuasl ly the ir defe nses take the 
fo r m  of stat i ng that the syste m is not wo rk ing 
because of lack of t i me a nd resou rces. I n  rea l ity the 
pasro le syste m cansnot wosrk because - of lack of t i me 
and resousrces. I n  realsity the pa ro le syste m ca n not is 
a mo raslsity p lay whe re the supp lican t p rom ises that 
he w il l  not repeat h is w ro ng. The system has become 
a revo lv i ng door whe re pa ro lees a re even tua l ly 
b rought back to cosnfisnesment, p rov i ng that 
supe rv isio n is a wo rth less exe rc ise u n less the fo rmer 
i n mate ca n beco me se lf -susta i n i ng i n  the com munsity 
fro m wh ich he was takens I n  fac t the status of be i ng . 
o n  pa role st r ips the pa ro lee of such co nstitut ional 
safegua rds as the p rotect ion aga inst sea rches 
co nducted without p robable cause. Ofte n if po lice 
fees t hat so meo ne on pa ro le has committed a c r i me,l
they w i ll  co ntact h is pa ro le office r. The po l ice w i ll  
the n acco mpany the officer to the pasrolees's livsi ng 
qua rte rs whe re the officer w i ll  conduct a sea rch for 
the ev idence. 
I n  fai rness to the pa role system, M r. Cohen 
stated that pa role boa rds a re do ing the di rty wo rk 
fos cou rts and p rosecuto rs. Pa role has become a v itasr 
pa rt of plea ba rgaining. Jsudges os p rosecuto rs out fo
l 
r r 
head l i nes ca n render what see m l ike ha rsh ve rdicts i n  
te rms of the absolute p r iso n t i me se rveds I n  rea l ity . 
the g ra nt i ng of pa role tends to equa l ize the excesses 
between a "ha rd judges" and a "soft ones" Due to the.s
fact that the majosr ity of membe rs on a pa role boa rd 
- photo by skinner" 
taken p lace and w i ll  look at the cr ime the i nmate 
was o rig ina l ly cha rged wit h s In effect the decis ion is. 
made on the bas is of the orig inas charge. Consider ing 
the sesr iousness of the matter, 
l 
parole hear i ngs a re 
susrpsr is ing ly shosrt. Empisr icas studies in New Yosrk l 
reveas that most boa rd hea r ings take approx imateslyl 
tweslve ms inustes. Ra resly w il l  a hea r ing r u n  more than 
twenty minutes. M r. Cohen actua l ly observed 
heasr ings conducted by the Pennsyslvania Board last 
summer and fou nd that the average t ime was 
appsroximatesly the same. 
Idea l ly pa role is supposed to wo rk as an end to a 
p r ison tesrm wh ich has accomp l ished its purpose, i.e. 
rehab i l itate. As M r.  Cohen stated, "That the 
co r rect ions systems of the Un ited States have fa i led, 
is someth ing yous ' ll  f ind the Ch ief J ustice as we ll as 
the late Geo rge Jackson ag ree ing about.s " What thens · 
teache rs and writi ng p ro jec ts . Th e o p p o sr t u n i t y  t o  r e d r a f t  
stu den t teachers wil I be selected a s s i g nsm e n t s t o  i n c o r p osr a t e  
on th e basis of prove n wr iti n g  t e a c h e r  c o m m e n t s  a n d  
a o  ility and personal instervsiew. susggestions. 
T h e y  w i l l  p a sr t i c sipate in an 
i n stensive traisn i ng program to be Opposition to Plan 
directed by Ms. Hol l i nger prior to S i nce the u nveil i ng of the new 
the spri ng semes te r and w i sll m ee t  r e s e a sr c h  and wristisng program 
with her weeskly to coordsinate the opposistion has grown among a 
progress of the program dusring n u m ber of studenstss. Cosncerns 
the semester. As rem u neration for range frosm the i neqsusities of thse 
the ir e fforts, studen t teachers wi ll d u a l  s y s t e m  o f  fac usl ty and 
be awarded a $ 10 00 stispends. stusdent-taught groups to the lacsk 
o f  facuslty suspervsison and . the 
Gass Structure s m a l l  s t i p e n d s  psr o v sided for 
S t u dent writing classes ws ll s t u sdent teachers in the latter is
for rmeet twsice a week n inety pso gram. Several students have 
ms
i 
n u t e s  t h ro u g h  t h e  spr ing threatened legal acti on to en jo in 
semester. Prov is ion w i ll  a lso be the program as structured but 
ma d e  fosr m o n thsly indsivsiduas there has been no response tol 
c onsferences w ith g r oup members. their demands as yet. 
Students Confir on 
Writing Corses 
A meeting was he ld on more narrowsly geared to wrsit ing 
Wednesday, October 1 5  by first sk i l ls t han the sma ll group 
year law students concernsing the program.s " 
proposed F irst Year Writ ing Student sent iment at the 
P rogram. Academsic Program & meetsing was decidedsly in favor of 
Po l icy Commsittee Representat ive the APPC proposasl, a l though 
Ray Bowie exp lained the tenative somse studensts e xpressed 
rs dissatisfaction with the proposedpsogram. 
" lows" sa lary of the studentApproxsimatesly 1 80 students 
instructors ( $ 1 000 - $ 1 s200 per w il l  be taught by student 
semester) and the lack of anyinsstructors under facu lty rinput by first yeas students in thesupervision. The remain ing 
se lection process of the studentstudents w i ll  be enro l led in the 
instructors. The sa lary range,sma ll group e lectives taught by 
howevers is considered quite facuslty members. , 
adequate by many students




awarded fos 11 student instructor positionssfe nfosrcement, they have a good deas savvy in .co r rect ions depa rtments, shou ld be faced with the• 




Further discussion the os
ro ram. writ ing program is planned for the
detect i ng whethes so meo ne has been give n an ha rd blp ro em Of "Whom dO w_e ke�pr studentstnMrf the ir confinement? " To put courts up aga inst th is excessives ve rd icts Cont rawise becauser . os p. grogras j�tudent staf& d upcomsing APPC and Facuslty backg rou nds, they a re apt to judge an inmate ve ry Cohen would want to see estab lished a const itut ional P��A .t� . a� 
,msite 
wipreports meetsingssmgfhasrshly befosre they retu rn  h im to the communitys standa rd that no defendant could be deprived. h is .,os
A lso, wh i le boa rd members are supposed to take into right to retu rn  to the communlty after a sentence 
cons ide rat ion only the c r ime that the inmate was has been rendered, unt is a ll  a lternative fo rms o
f 
l 
sente nced for, they rea l ize that p lea ba rga in i ng has - continued on page ten 
jack Pawlickd andmore m scope 
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ours OPINIONS yours 
On the Library. 
This year the, hours of the library have been cut by about ten hours a 
week. For many students, this cuts deeply into their allotted time for 
studying. We realize that the university and the state are in a financial crisis. 
However, this is an area that we cannot afford to have cut. 
Speaking of the library, we are thankful that the second photocopy 
machine has returned, in time for the final exam and paper period. Now if 
only something could be done to improve the poor quality and service of th� 
older machine. The track, record of the new machine is predicted by the 
library to be better than of those in the past. We'll let the next few weeks be 
the judge of that. 
Speaking of final exams, etc., there is the continuing problem of non-law .
students using the library. This has led to crowded and noisy conditions. 
Now that the exam periods of the university are no longer staggered, when 
that time comes the situation will not improve. If the study areas in the 
dorm complexes and other buildings 'are so insufficient as to require use of 
our facilities, and all that is asked for is a quiet place to study, may we 
suggest setting aside a first floor classroom, especially in the evenings, to be 
designated as undergraduate/non-law study centers? That will leave available 
space for use of law books to those who must use them. 
. . . Elevators 
The elevators in O'Brian are being abused. Too many people are using 
them to ride one flight up or down; from library to exit, from lounge to 
offices; etc. We have seen people waiting several minutes for a crowded 
elevator, only to use it to go to the next floor, slowing up the other people 
needlessly. Of course, there are people who must, for whatever reason;use 
the elevator at all times. The others are not helping by tying them up. The 
elevator service is slow enough. Let's leave the use of the 'elevator for times 
when you really need to use it. Save energy, get some h,,ealthy, well needed 
exercise. Remember the old saying: is this ride necessary?! 
and Elections 
The other day the SBA held elections for directors. Surprised? That's not 
surprising. There was virtually non-existent publicity, non-existent turnout, 
non-existent candidates. There is, and seems always to h,we been, great
' 
student apathy in this school. This paper is more than aware of that fact. 
However, the answer is to push harder. Was everyone aware of petition 
deadlines, candidacy requirements, election dates and times? Perhaps it's self 
serving, but elections can be timed to coincide with publication of this 
paper, so that all students can be made aware of the elections and of the 
'candidates. We are sure that this will happen when the "big" elections come 
next semester. There is no excuse for it not to happen at every election, 
every semester. 
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diSBArred 
To the Editor: 
On the afternoon of Thursday, October 23, the SBA held its regular weekly meeting. 
Among the items under consideration was the issue of whether a particular student 
should be approved to serve on the school's admission committee. This student had. 
received preliminary approval from the SBA appointments committee, and would, no 
doubt, have been approved in due course by the full SBA body. However, prior to that 
time, a charge was made that the student had recist attitudes, and consequently should 
not be approved. 
This scandalous accusation naturally attracted the attention of various other law 
students who knew and liked the student in question, and were aware that this was a 
totally false protrayal of him. Therefore, some of us made it a point to be at the SBA 
meeting, hoping that we could offer testimony supporting his character and ability. 
Not only were we not permitted to contribute any input to the meeting, but the SBA 
President, Ms. Roberts, insisted that we had no right to even observe the proceedings and 
hear the debate. 
According to the SBA constitution, all law students are members of that organization 
- what right have they to exclude any interested student from any meeting? What right 
have they to conduct their debates secretly, so that students have no opportunity to 
assess the attitudes of those persons who supposed to be their representatives? Especially 
when the effect of their action is to, in effect, endorse a serious slander made against 
another student. 
It becomes clearer and clearer, the more closely one looks· at the SBA, that it is 
dominated by a small clique of careerists whose interest is in promoting their own 
political ideologies, and who have neither the intention nor the competence to deal with 
various real problems facing law students . 
(Name withheld upon request) 
Moot Point 
Dear Sirs: 
At the close of my undergraduate academic career, I was full of cynical philosophies and 
sophomoric fantasies. But now, all this is history as I have since embarked on my life long 
ambition of attending law school. In actuality, my desire is to be a lawyer - law school 
still being recognized as a necessary component of this. If law school is to be viewed as 
essential to the lawyering process, then I suggest that it adopt more of the essential 
characteristics. 
JMy first semester frustrations are not brought on by the amount of work which is 
expected; but rather, these frustrations are a product of the failure to integrate more 
meaningful programs into the curriculum. I am addressing myself here to the dilemma 
which is faced by most first year students - whether or not to participate in the Moot 
Court Competition. No doubt, this program is invaluable to a prospective lawyer who 
must beq>me schooled in the intricacies of legal research, brief writing and argument. For 
a first year student, there is little enough free time to eat and sleep, let alone participate 
in extra-curricular activities. Moot Court should become part of the first year program as 
an elective course. In th is way, first year students will not have to sacrifice their physical 
well being and sanity in order to learn an essential aspect of law. 
Other law schools, far less innovative and progressive than UB, have integrated moot 
court into their "academic" programs, realizing its importance in the lawyering process. 
Especially in the first year, it is important that a student feel a sense of usefulness and 
direction - something which could exist if programs such as moot court were giver:i the 
sanction of academic credit. 
Paul E. Meyer. 
Smokin' in the Boys' Room 
OPINION: 
One would assume that a law school would contain individuals that respect the rights 
of others. Unfortunately, this is not the case. There are many cigarette smoking students 
in this school who constantly inflict their bad habit onto others. 
I have consistently witnessed students smoking in non-smoking areas. In a SBA 
meeting last semester, held in a first floor classroom, a number of spectators and even one 
SBA Director asked that the smoking be halted. Not only was the smoking in that room a 
violation of law (or at least school regulations) but it was clearly physically annoying to 
some of the non-smokers, besides creating a filthy mess - since some of the Directors 
failed to use even make-shift ash trays. The request was met with a smug remark by the 
SBA President, who reluctantly agreed to stop, but she promptly lit up again five minutes 
later (in childish defiance). 
Smoking is often seen in the library where not only is it a health hazard but a fire 
danger as well. Apparently students are not afraid to be caught because they know there 
is no sanction. Also, some smoking goes on in the classrooms where the faculty, with 
"NO SMOKING" regulations glaring them in the face, take no action. 
If a person wants to have a bad habit that is fine (believe it or not, this pious writer 
occasionally lites up a Kent - usually around finals) but they should not be able to force 
it onto other people. In a classroom, no matter which way you blow the smoke, others 
will be compelled to breath that dirty air. The smaller the room and the greater the 
number of smokers, the larger the infringement of a non-smoker's right. It is time for 
non-smokers to stop feeling guilty about asking others to refrain from smoking - even if 
a class must be interupted. 
It is disquieting to me that some fellow students, knowing that they are infringing on 
others' rights to breath smok�-free air, keep right on doing it. Apparently they think that 
they are somehow superior or simply don't care about other people. Whichever is the 
______________;_________________.._case, such an attitude is clearly dangerous, especially in law school. We are the generation _ · 
- continued on page three 
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Eyewitness Identification 
ASCAP Award Announced 
Psychology v. the Law 
Charlotte Dianne Roederer of Buffalo. Miss Roederer is the copyright law. First and second 
Amherst, New York, has won the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert prizes of $250 and $100 are 
$250 Frist Prize in the 1975 Roederer of Glenarm, Illinois. offered in each of the leaeling law 
N a t h a n  B u r k a n Memorial  The Nathan Burkan Memorial schools throughout the nation. A 
C o m p e t i tion at  the State C o m p e t i t i on i s  sp onsored panel of distinguished judges then 
University of New York (at annually by ASCAP, America's considers all the prize-winning 
Buffalo) School of Law, President most prestigious performing rights papers which are received from 
Stanley Adams of the American licensing organization, in memory participating law schools, and 
Society of Composers, Authors of ASCAP's first General Counsel selects the outstanding essays for 
and Publishers announced. The who died in 1936. It is designed National Awards  of $1500, 
c o m p e t i t i on at  the State to stimulate interest in the field of $1000, $750, $500 and $250. 
University of  New York at 
Buffalo was under the supervision 
of Dean Richard D. Schwartz, and Attention:the title of the winning essay was 
"On Copyrighting Sound: A 
Music Historian's View." Women Law Students 
I n  1965, Mi s s  Roederer 
received a Bachelor of Arts degree 
from North Central College, a The small gym in Clark Hall is available to us every Thursday,
Masters degree in Philosophy from 7-9 p.m. Getting this gym space was very difficult. In the beginning 
Yale University in 1969 and a of the semester we had some great volleyball and basketball [James. 
Ph.D. in Music History from Yale However, attendance is dwindling. We stand a good chance of loosing
in 1971. She has also studied at this space if not used. I urge you to come out on Thursday nights, 
the University of Vienna, Austria. even if only two or three times a semester. It will be great fun and 
In addition to her law studies, good exercise; your support is needed. 
Miss Roederer is currently an 
Assistant Professor of Music at the 
State University of New York at 
"Women and the Law" Panel 
Elaine Weiss 
An informal panel discussion 
on Women & the Law was held 
Friday Oct. 17 at the Ellicott 
C o m p l e x .  T h e  event was  
scheduled to take  p lace in 
c o nj u n c t i o n  w i t h  o t  h e r  
Inter national Women's Week 
events. 
The panel was moderated by 
Ms. NILDA PABON, Third year 
law student and Professor at the 
State University of New York at 
Buffalo. The panel was chosen to 
represent the varying backgrounds 
and perspectives of women in the 
legal profession. 
Participating from the law 
school were Ms. GAIL BROOKS, 
Admissions Committee member . - photo by glick 
and Third year law student, Ms. year law student. The faculty was and social life as well as meet law 
CAROL MA TORIN, active with represented by Ms.  JANET school requirements on an 
W o m e n s  L a w  S t u d e n t ' s  LINDGREN, who teaches torts adequate basis. These special 
Association and Third year law and remedies. problems facing women in the 
student, Ms.  K ATHRYN A. After an opening statement by legal profession were addressed 
SCHNEBERK-KING, graduating Ms. Pabon, the discussion focused from various viewpoints. Students 
senior and Instructor at the State on t he issue of admissions. present expressed their interest by 
University of  New York at Qu e s t i o n s  r e  lated to  the addressing questions to the 
Buffalo, Ms. ELAINE WEISS, requirements for admission as well members of the panel for over 
graduating senior and experienced as the specific procedure involved. two hours. 
para-legal in the area of real Concern was expressed by the The event was coordinated by 
pr operty; and Ms.  DEBRA prospective law students on the t he Office of Student Affairs 
WINTHROP, Assistant at the problems facing a woman trying under the supervision of Ms. 
Student Affairs Office and second to maintain her personal identity MILDRED BLAKE. 
Repression? 
Local NLG Says Yes 
The National Lawyers Guild, Buffalo Chapter has 
issued the following statement in support of Women's 
Studies College. 
The N ational Lawyers Guild, Buffalo Chapter, 
supports Women's Studies College in their right to 
se lf -determination, including their decision to limit 
enrollment in certain classes to only women. 
We realize that the exclusion of men from these 
classes is not the real concern of the administration. 
Instead, the administration is attempting to divert the 
student body away from the real issue, which is the 
repression of progressive forces within the university. 
by D.V.F. 
"Play it back like a newreel is a legal expectation, and not a 
realistic one psychologically speaking." This was one of the criticisms, 
Prof. Robert Buckhout of the Center of Responsive Psychology, 
leveled at the legal myth that the human perceiver is the perfect 
observing machine. 
On October 7, Distinguished Visitor's Forum presented Prof. 
Robert Buckhout, one of the nation's foremos� authorities on the 
difficulties perception, memory, and social influence play in obtaining 
accurate eyewitness identification. Prof. Buckhout has been an expert 
witness at several well publicized trials, the most prominent among 
these being that of Angela Davis. His most recent work in the field is, 
"Eyewitness Testimony," Scientific American December 1974. 
Prof. Buckhout explained that psychologists, in an effort to 
understand human perception once analogized the human eye and 
mind to a camera. However, while a camera is a neutral observer of an 
event, the human mind organizes what it perceives in accordance with 
social coordinants. An example of this would be where a crime is 
staged for experimental purposes. For any number of observers there 
may be as many different interpretations of the event. While stress 
may still self-serving deliberative faculties, so that a spontaneous 
exclamation is admissible for evidentiary purposes, it also stills the 
ability of an observer to recall such crucial factors as the time involved, 
physical description of the perpetrator, and whether any weapons were 
used. 
Wh�re psychologists have left behind the model of the camera, 
and have gone on to ask, "How does the mind store information?", 
lawyers have been left far behiAd fearing that to place eyewitness 
identification in question would open the floodgates on our criminal 
justice system. Prof. Buckhout reminded the audience that even 
ancient cultures were aware of the unreliability of eyewitness 
identification as evidenced by the Talmudic Law standard, that a 
defendant could not be convicted on the uncorroborated testimony of 
only one eyewitness. At present there is a bill before the British 
Parliament to adopt the Talmudic standard. 
Through a slide demonstration, Prof. Buckhout showed the 
audience sample line-ups that were rigged, look-a-like mistakes, and 
how a quick glance at something familiar will prevent an observer from 
detecting a critical nuance. In experiments that Prof. Buckhout has 
run, using a "blank lineup," (the defendant not being present), over 
80% of all observers have still identified someone in the lineup as the 
perpetrator. 
Prof. Buckhout warned those in the audience who wish to become 
defense attorneys to use Wade and Gilbert hearings as more than just 
discovery sessions. A convincing eyewitness, who remains 
unimpeached, will influence a jury. (See Loftus, Psychology Today 
December 1974). 
Basketball lntramurals 
SBA announces the commencement of the Fall Inlram1:1ral 
Basketball League. Any teams wishing to join, please pick 
up roster in SBA Office and return it by November 3 to 
Har.vey Kaminski in the SBA Office. A ten-dollar charge is 
required for registration. Notice of schedules and plans of 
the League will be announced and posted shortly. 
----_ classifieds-------.-
FOR SALE - Porsche 3_6C Coupe (1964) Original classic, 
excellent condition, rare find for discriminatory motorist. 
694-1747 
FOR SALE - Two A-78-13 bias belted snow tires, very good 
condition, $30. 875-91688. 
HAPPY NEW YEAR! - The first is the last. The second is the first. 
Thanks for the newness. 
BIGFOOT - I miss you!! Love, Mad. Ass. 
AVAILABLE- Puppies-½ Labrador,½?? Call 688-7210. 
WANTED - Used electric typewriter. Call Rochelle, 838-1681. 
MED STUDENT looking for bright, vivacious woman to share life, 
•knowledge, happiness with Jay> 691-5023. 
FOR SALE - Goya electric Guitar & leather case. Brand new. $90. 
Call Cyndie, 882-6764. 
TYPING - fast, accurate, done in my home - near North Campus. 
688-7210. 
� 
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by Lawrence Meckler 
"You can't become what you want to become unless you dream about 
it first." Alan Schneier 
I never dreamed of being a lawyer. Thus, under the Schneier 
doctrine, I could never become one. My professors would unanimously 
agree that my chances of ever lawyering are slim. 'Graduating from Law 
School this year and unable to find a job, thoughts go to what I would 
have become if I hadn't chosen law. Recent responses from law firms 
have been a bit discouraging. One firm threatened to sue me saying that 
my applying to them was libelous per se as to their firm's reputation. 
Another firm wrote me saying that I was on their waiting list to be 
rejected. 
But what I would have liked to become I couldn't become. I am a 
frustrated athlete. I settled for law school.' No matter what I 
accomplish with law, my athletic failures and might-have-beens will 
always linger in my mind. How much satisfaction can I get going before 
the Supreme Court knowing that I can't dribble left? Getting an 
innocent defenda.nt acquitted won't compensate for the fact I can't hit 
a knuckle-curve. How will I be able to concentrate on studying for the 
Bar Exam knowing that every time I run a distance longer than a mile, 
rigor mortis sets in-. 
Never did I reach the sports stardom I dreamed of. I could never 
play football because when I got hit in the neck or the stomach I'd 
start to cry. Baseball wasn't for me. When playing the outfield, if a line 
drive was hit toward me, I'd take two steps in and then show off my 
blazing speed in chasing ·the fly ball that wen.t over my head because I 
misjudged it. Then I'd start to cry. With the designated hitter rule the 
only thing that stops me from being a professional baseball player is 
Editor's Note: We realize that the following material describes activity 
that is illegal, and as such we are not advocating it. However, it does 
exist, and as members of society we should be aware of its existance 
and its ramifications. Please note that the opinions expressed herein are 
not necessarily those of the paper. 
*** *** *** 
Many of you may have wondered where our SBA funds go. After 
doing a thorough investigation I can now reveal that the SBA has 
alloted $10,000 to Benny the Book to use as he sees fit for investment. 
The SBA is hoping for a return of $15,000 so they can serve two roast 
beef sandwiches at the next party. 
Benny the Book is a friend of mine. Benny will be using the SBA 
funds to gamble on sporting events. He thought that since it was the 
law students money that was involved they might want to know some 
of the ins and outs of sports betting. After long discussions with 
Benny, I will try to enlighten you, and try to keep you abreast of 
Benny's "investments." 
Baseball is bet on a pitchers line. This can be shown simply by 
illustration: New York 6- 7. means that if you bet the Mets you must lay 
seven dollars to every five you bet, while if you bet the Dodgers you 
get six dollars for every five you bet. This difference, getting six, not 
seven for every five bet on the Dodgers is the bookies advantage. [In 
baseball and other sports the "line" comes from Las Vegas.) 
The World Series is expressed in terms of a favorite. This year 
Cincinnati 3-2 over the Red Sox. This means that if you bet Cinci and 
lose you have to pay thirty for every twenty bet. Again, though, if you 
bet the Red Sox the line might be reduced to 7 -5, meaning for every 
twenty you bet, you win twenty-eight. These "lines" change as the 
bookies receive bets. The changes reflect how the public is betting. In 
most cases a line rarely changes much unless there is a major injury or a 
sudden change in pitchers. 
The key in baseball betting is the pitcher. This year, for example, 
Nolan Ryan of the California Angels, a poor team, would often be an 
8-9 favorite over a seemingly better team. The next night, with the 
same teams but with a weak pitcher for the Angels, the other team 
would be an 8-9 favorite. 
Basketball and football are bet on a point spread. For example, the 
Bills might be a nine point favorite over New England. This means if 
you bet the Bills, they have to win by more than nine for you to win. 
An under nine point win means you lose; if the game ends with a nine 
point difference, you will either lose of have a "push" [no bet). 
Benny's bookie gives him a push. 
Because most pro football games are played on the same day, 
many betters play parlay or "if" bets. A parlay is taking the money 
you win on one game and adding it to the original bet for a second 
game. Thus, if someone bets $50 on the Bills and parlays it on the 
Rams, he has bet $100 on the Rams. An "if" bet is one of greater 
caution. It means you'll only bet a second game if you win the fir5t, 
but only for the same amount. Then, if the Bills win the first game, 
there will be a $50 bet on the Rams. 
The bookie maintains an advantage. If you lose a fifty dollar bet 
my hitting. Don't put me on the list of those who like golf. Richard 
Nixon, Gerald Ford, Spiro Agnew and Bob Hope all like golf. Why add 
another moron to that list? Hockey? I don't like hockey. The only 
sport in which I ever achieved any success was track. My most 
memorable race was a 600 yard run for Lehman College in the New 
York City Championships of 1972. The race was 3 1 /3 laps on a 176 
yard track. I knew that I didn't have a chance to win. I didn't have the 
strength to sprint an entire 600 yards. However, in all the previous 
races they would _announce over the loudspeaker the leader after each 
lap. I had made up my mind to go out at the start of the race as fast as 
I could, get the lead after the first lap, hear my name and then 
disappear into oblivion. 
I went out and got the lead, but I heard no name. I was 
determined to keep that lead assuming that I would hear my name 
after the second lap, but again no name. On the third lap, I was in 
trouble. I was giving it all I had, but every muscle in my body hurt. I 
was having trouble breathing. I knew I couldn't keep up the pace, but 
this was the championship and my big charice to hear my name. 
Somehow I was able to keep the lead after three laps, with 1 /3 of a lap 
to go. 
Again I didn't hear my name, but I realized that I was actually in 
the lead. Only 50 yards left and I was winning. I had never won or 
come close to winning a championship race in my life. I never intended 
to win, but here it was in front of me. This would be my sweetest 
victory. I was way ahead of the field. I could almost taste it, just 50 
more yards. I passed out. 
A frustrated athlete then tries to become an announcer or a 
sportswriter. I don't enunciate well enough to be an announcer and my 
writing career is obviously going down the drain, so whether I like it or 
not, NY Supp. 2nd, here I come. 
The Magic6Qt 
the vigorish lvig). 
Benny's favorite sport to bet is harness racing. He never bets at 
OTB because of the surcharge on all bets. [see THE HECK WITH 
MECK, OPINION vol 16 No. 2) He likes the track and does his horse 
gambling there. [The SBA is not funding expenses such as parking, 
programs and admission.) 
Benny is a firm believer that basketball is a bad game to bet 
because of point shaving. Point shaving is keeping the sxore down to 
cover a point spread. Careless passing, missed foul shots and blown 
layups, especially at the end of a game, are all factors that Benny 
points to as evidence of point shaving. Benny will be glad to cite 
examples of this as the season transpires. 
NEXT - BENNY'S BETS 
Law School Soccer Squad 
Defeats Mystery Team 
(anonymous to OPINION) 
L e d b y  B r o a d w a y  B i l l  E r n s t h a f t ,  
coach/manager/player, the law school soccer team (Mens 
Rea) won its first game, played Monday, October 20. The 
score was 6-1. In this hot duel the scoring stared slow but 
rapidly became a scoring battle between Gunnar Sievert 
and Carl (Hot Shot) Howard. The result - six for Gunnar; 
two for "Hot Shot" - one for us and one for them. 
Hard to believe, but all the combatants finished the 
game; forty minutes of full-field soccer with only six 
players (instead of the usual eleven). 
The game was won, actually, when the opening 
motion to have one of the referees play on the law school 
team as the sixth player was accepted. John Simpson put 
in some excellent goal-keeping and Charlie Speigel put in a 
comedy of flaws/falls and one goal. 
(Ed itor's note - our anonymous correspond ant 
neglected to tell us any information regarding the opposing 
team. In the interests of fair journalism, anyone having any 
information leading to a clarification of these facts will be 
given equal time in future issues.) 
,.. you pay the bookie fifty five. This 11-10 advantage for him is called .____________ 
'/ �( 
� 
Sex and the Simple Editor 
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by Jeff Chamberlain 
JOBS: 
"I don't want no job, I wants me a 
position. ,, -Kingfish 
Looking for a job is a pain right in the 
ass. The process involves three stages, the 
resume, the interview, and the rejection
letter. 
Writing a resume involves peculiarly
lawyerlike skills, for the object is to state 
your case in the best possible way. The 
purpose of a resume is to intrigue a firm 
enough to call you for an interview. This is 
accomplished by a variety of subterfuges.
Some applicants prefer to use pink paper, 
on the theory that theirs will stand out 
from all the others. Some are careful that 
their summer job as a warehouse stock 
clerk reads "inventory control specialist."
Techniques such as these are ingenious, but 
half-hearted. To make a reader remember 
your resume, I recommend that you
include in i t  a few judiciously placed 
outrageous lies. One I recommend is 
"great-grandchild of  Char les Evans 
Hughes." This sounds impressive, and is 
a l m o s t  impossible to check 01c1t. 
Furthermore, if you are caught, you can 
say that you meant, of course, the 
illegitimate great-grandchild; or, you can 
look shocked·and hurt, and say "it can't 
be . . .  my mother, rest her soul, told me 
just before she passed away . .. " 
"Smokin ... '' 
- continued from page two 
We hc!,ve, by the way, a placement
office. It is new. It is said that its existence 
will ease the tight job market. Last year we 
really didn't have a placement office. I 
have heard that this year, the number of 
organizations interviewing on campus is 
about half what it was last year. I have also 
heard that the University of Michigan has 
about 25 firms interviewing on campus for 
each third year student. I'm sure that we'll 
catch up, for our facilities are better: some 
of the firms interviewing here this year
have been given small, white, carpetless 
rooms, sumptuously furnished with two 
chairs, one of which is broken. No desk. 
No table. No ashtray. The one-on-one 
atmosphere is thought to present our 
students in  the best possible light.
According to one of their brochures, "the 
placement office is not an employment
agency."
Interviewing is worthwhile, if for no 
other reason than so you can see what kind 
of jerk bought all the lies on your resume. 
The purpose of an interview is to intrigue a 
firm enough to offer you a job. Thus, once 
again your task is to distinguish yourself 
from the rest of the interviewees. There are 
several schools of thought on how to do 
this. Snowing up naked is always
impressive, but somewhat impractical -
you have no convenient place to clip your 
pen. Another ploy is to pick an area of law 
which no one knows anything about, and 
claim to be an expert in it. Universal 
ignorance is not hard to find. My personal 
favorite is the third , amendment, but 
that's supposed to care about people and view all of them equally. Smokers, don't turn 
your back on these ideals for the sake of convenience (at least wait to be corrupted by 
This criticism is in regard to your article in the last issue on the backgrounds of the 
new faculty. As a student here I am very interested in the new additions to our teaching 
staff and read the article for that reason. 
I was very unhappy with the sexist manner in which the biographies of these people 
were presented. In only one of the biographies was any mention made of spouse and/or 
family. And surprisingly enough that was the woman! Not only did we find out that Ms. 
Hollinger has two children, a boy & a girl, but we learned that her husband is a University
Professor. I object to this discriminatory reporting on two grounds. 
First, from a professional standpoint an argument can be made that information 
regarding one's spouse and children is totally private. If Ms. Hollinger wanted everyone to 
know that fine, but I suspect the information resulted from questioning by the reporter. 
These are questions which are totally irrelevant to her professional qualifications. Such 
questions should not be asked of anyone. 
Secondly, as a woman I resent any inference that my family relationships are more 
relevant to my professional life than those of a man. Both 'men and women have family 
committments and if the number of children a professor has was relevant to the purpose 
of the Opinion article, those facts should have been included for the men interviewed as 
well. 
Perhaps I am getting excited needlessly, but I get excited whenever I see a woman 
treated differently than a man for no intelligent reason. Please try to correct this type of 
double standard in the future. 
Kathryn · A. Schneberk-King 
Senior Law Student 
The reporter replies: 
The questioning of each faculty member was, as much as possible, identical. Each 
faculty member approached the questions in his/her own particular way, allowing these 
biographies to be more, hopefully, than cold resumes. Any background information 
present is that given, as relevant to their subsequent activities. For whatever reasons, 
certain people hold family relationships to have varying degrees of influence & 
importance to their professional careers. Therefore, I do not feel that these biographies 
were, as such, sexist. However, recognizing that I, too, approach things in my own 
particular manner, I apologize for even the appearance of sexism. WhateYer my personal 
feelings, which I reserve for myself, there is no place on this paper for such attitudes. All 
deliberate care-will be taken at all times to prevent it, by the entire staff & editorial board 
of OPINION. 
several acquaintances have had some 
successes with legal ethics. Taxation is also 
good. A variation is to claim expertise in an 
area of law in which the existing theqries 
are totally incoherent. Conflicts of law has 
a clear edge here, although Article 78 of 
the CPLR has its proponents. 
Another system employs a subtle form 
of blackmail. Advocates of this approach
apply to organizations with which they
have some connection, however tenuous. 
Perhaps their sister-in-law's brother lives 
next door to a partner, or perhaps they 
w e n t  t o  the same small ,  private
u n dergraduate college as  did the 
interviewer. These "connections" are then 
milked for every bit of political clout they 
contain, in the hope that the firm "won't 
dare" refuse to hire someone "that close" 
to the outfit. There is a clever extension of 
this system. Some applicants learn all there 
is to know about the firm to which they 
are applying, and then pepper the 
interviewer with specific questions about 
specific off ice practi.ces and cases. 
Proponents of this approach are always 
bright, rosy-cheeked lads and lasses, who 
"just can't wait" to become a member of 
the team at Hungerdunger, Hungerdunger, 
H u n g e r d u n g e r ,  H u n g erdunger & 
McCormick. 
Resist the temptation to underestimate 
the inte l l igence of your interviewer. 
Interviewers are chosen for their discerning 
n a t u r e a n d  a b i l i t y  t o  d e c i d e  
instantaneously whether or not you will 
make a good lawyer. This is the purpose 
dl.hll1 
behind traditional interviewing tricks such 
as spilling coffee on you to see how you 
react, or commenting that only dullards 
salt their lunch before tasting it. One 
interviewer spent 15 minutes asking me if 
what I had put in my resume was true. 
("Well, Mr. Chamberlain, did you go to the 
Buffalo Law School?"}. 
Either before or after an interview, yqu 
will receive a rejection letter from each 
firm to which you have applied, unless 
they forget. The writing of letter of 
rejection is an art. It has been recognized as 
such by the Harvard Law Record (the 
Opinion of another, inferior, law school},
which this year will hold the Third Annual 
Ames I l l  Attila the Hun Rejection Letter 
Award Contest. Awards include the Ivan 
the Terrible Help Preserve America's Vital 
Resources Award, which is given annually 
to firms who write their rejection letters on 
paper smaller than 8½" x 11 ". There is the 
Verbosity Award, for the longest letter, 
and the shortest gets the traditional award 
for Brutal Brevity. A judge in California 
sent me a letter of rejection in which he 
invited me to drop by for a chat if I was 
ever in the neighborhood. I have entered it 
in the competition for the Come Up and 
See Me Sometime Award. 
Traditionally, the capstone of the 
ceremony is the presentation of the award 
for the Most Egregious Form Letter. 
However, this year that honor may go to 
the firm who sent back a resume with 
"NO" scrawled upon it in purple crayon. 
something more important, i.e. money). .,� 
); ,1Forcing someone to breath your smokey air may seem an infringement of a small 
Iright. But if smokers can't be minimally inconvenienced to protect that right how will 
'1'1 
they fare when more important issues, and therefore more important personal (t 
concessions, are at stake? Think about it. 
, Stewart O'Brien of the Screw 
By Chris Carty 
P.S.I apologize to my smoking friends, if there are any left, who are considerate. 
Dear Opinion: 
In my last column I discussed the ceiling ($2,750) which has been imposed by the 
University for the combined NYHEAC and NDSL loans. Since then, several students have 
requested that I clear up the question of whether the $2,750 includes or excludes tuition. 
Apparantly, the ceiling does not include tuition. In other words, a more accurate 
representation of the total amount available in loans in relation to a student's total 
expenses is $4,350 (tuition plus $2,750). 
* * * * * 
In contrast to my last column, this week I can announce increased aid to law 
students. Specifically, between 12 and 15 more students wil I receive $800 in work study 
grants this week. These additional grants are being distributed as a result of a . 
supplemental funding by the Federal government to the University last month. 
Unfortunately, the University Office of Financial Aid will not take any additional 
applications for this grant. The number of students who applied and qualified for work 
study grants last spring far exceeded the available grant_ money. As a result, many
students who qualified for work study did not receive grants either because they were not 
quite as badly financially pressed on paper as the fellow above him/her on the list, or 
because the application was filed after the March 1 deadline. The Financial Aid Office 
was able to consider for the first series of grants applicants who filed through June, 1975. 
Therefore, the pool from which the new recipients were chosen consisted both of 
applications filed between June and September, and those which qualified as financially 
needy, but were not selected for the first award. 
Qualification for work study is established by two criteria: financial need as 
evidenced by income, and total amount of federally guaranteed loans (NYHEAC and 
NDSL) loans outstanding. Thus, the greater the amount of educational loans which a 
student has withdrawn, t_he greater the likelihood of being given a work study grant. 
Those students who receive notification of a work study grant should contact me 
immediately for placement. I currently have available some research with professors,
clerical, and library work. Students who are intereited in jobs outside the University also 
should see me so that the required contractual arrangements can be made with the agency 
or department. 
Work study law students may work for any non-profit organization. They are paid at 
the rate of $2.50 per hour, but are limited to a maximum of 15 hours per week when 
school is in session. Students are allowed 40 hours per week during holidays and the 
summer, however. 
faithfuls, Ken Joyce and Lou 
1. Equitable or creditor 
5. Antique autos 
10. King of Judah 
13. Man & Wight 
14. Prevented (legal) (var.) 
16. Morning 
1 7. Girl's name in Koln 
18. ---to death 
19. Cribbage matching knave or 




23. Dreaded disease (once) 
26. Root 
30. Sage 
31. Icelandic saga 
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Carl S. Heringer That's fine for Top 40 radio, but not good enough for you. / fans will barely recognize many of the numbers. Joni 
Also, the lesser known numbers are often the better onel1 Mitchell adds interesting new qualities to her songs. 
It's Saturday night and you're at a party. There are 
lots of people milling around, there's beer, pretzels, and of 
course the stereo. The stereo, sitting in the corner, all 
omnitient, controlling every wave of emotion passing 
through the crowd merely by passing its arm over a 
wavering black plastic disc. The stereo is the focal point of 
the evening. At some point, the records are removed, and 
the, FM stereo is snapped on. You I isten with a corner of 
your consiousness until - you hear them, the best group 
you've heard since Benny and the Jets. For a half hour you 
stand transfixed. You must have that record, you must 
hear that again, you must know who. that is. Then the 
announcer.comes on, and you strain to hear his whispered 
tones over the muted roar of the crowd. 
"That was three cuts from the seventh, fourteenth, 
and twenty-third albums of the Blue Kazoos." 
Seventh. Fourteenth. Twenty-third album!? Let's see, 
that's $6.98 x 23, carry the four . . .  $160.54 plus tax. 
Subject of course to extra for double albums or tapes. 
What now? You really thought that the music was great, 
and you would love to have it, but there has to be some 
limit. Once you run to the record store, which do you 
choose? Of course, you've heard three cuts, those three 
albums therefore aren't a bad risk. Unless those are the 
only decent cuts of the three. Of the twenty-three. Maybe 
they won't sound as good outside of the party atmosphere. 
Maybe you listen differently. 
There is a solution. You can always buy "The Best of 
the Blue Kazoos." That does have some drawbacks. The 
"Best" is not always the best, but just the biggest hits. 
("For No One" - · Revolver, The Beatles}. A conce6t 
albtJm is ruined"when cuts are randomly put together,,'i�d 
there is beauty in the segue of one tune into another. Thif 
is The Moody Blues �ven cut the cymbal crash from the 
end of "Nights in White Satin." Unforgiveable. All things 
considered, that type of album is a reasonable sampling of 
a groups talent. 
"Best of . :. " albums often appear when a group 
changes labels or breaks up. They are often best sellers 
themselves, note the four record Beatles anthology, and 
the infinite number of Beach Boy repackagings (Endless 
Summer, Spirit of A[nerica, etc.}. You may already own 
every album, but this one puts it all together at once, and 
after all, the lesser known cuts aren't always so great. 
This brings us to live albums. As with all other types, 
there are pros and cons. The sound quality of these albums 
range from lousy (Get Your Ya Ya's Out, Rolling Stones; 
Live From the Canteen, Traffic} to studio quality 
(Woodstock I; Concert for Bangla-Desh}. Some groups 
really can't sing together outside of a studio, i.e. Crosby, 
Stills, Nash & Young, while the Beach Boys harmonize to 
perfection every time. 
If you attended the concert that was recorded, or have 
seen a particular group live, then the record may have 
special significanc€ to you. Songs may sound different live, 
but then again they may not; Creedence Clearwater 
Revival had their stage act down to within three seconds of 
the album cuts. Cream was more likely than not to go into 
an extended jam. "Sympathy for the Devil" becomes a 
different song onstage. In Before the Flood, many Dylan 
A well produced live album may be your best bet. It'll 
contain a combination of the groups best hits, and their 
best performances. The exhuberance of the group will 
come through (DeLIVEring, Poco) and of the crowd 
(Absolutely Live, Doors}. Commentary in-between the 
numbers may give you some personal insight into the whys 
and wherefores of the group or that number. A live album 
may be your best introduction to a group. 
* * * * 
Dory Previn, Live from Carnegie Hall, April 18, 1973 I 
first heard Ms. Previn several years back and immediately 
liked her music. This double record sets offers cuts from 
each of her previous albums, plus several new numbers. 
The production is superb, the audience is responsive. Many 
of the songs are very personal-tales of triumphs and 
failures, happiness and sadness. "Lady with the Braid" is 
about a lonely soul, crying desperately for love. It's a 
haunting, beautiful melody. "Moon Rock" discusses the 
moon landings, from the viewpoint of the moon. "Mary C. 
Brown and the Hollywood Sign" concerns a strange
suicide; "Twenty Mile Zone" an even stranger traffic 
ticket. The tale of the "Left Hand Lost" almost needs no 
explanation, except to say that Ms. Previn was born a 
left-handed person. 
Ms. Previn puts her music across beautifully. She's 
been around for a while, but has yet to gather a mass 
following. I've joined her substantial "cult," and I'm 
waiting for some new material from her. You owe it to 
yourself to listen at least once. Get in touch with me, and 






56. Militant Order of 
Monks 
59. Russian Naval 
It was nice to see our oldbox to the parties. At least then 
Squeaky Frome might be edged· 
ACROSS 
35. ___ I was walking 
Larry Ginsberg 
BY Rosemary Gerasia Roberts 
I was glad to see that you all 
had such a good time at the SBA 
party at Fanny's. It's too bad 
though that most of the people 
who enjoyed pouring down all 
that liquor couldn't be bothered 
to vote in the SBA elections for 
new directors.  It  would be 
ironical, but somehow fitting, if 
those di rectors who were' elected 
chose to deprive the student body 
of their next bangover by not 
voting new party funds. Maybe 





2nd Year Directors 
Debbie Winthrop 





JUST A NOTE 
out by the Pink Panther. 
But despite the apathy of the 
majority, the minority managed 
to elect a roster of energetic and 
qualified SBA directors and FSRB 
members. They are: 
1st Year Directors 
Sally Ann Krallman 
Andy Milstein 
8. Geological tire division 
9. Weapon of the Zulu 
DelCotto at the party (It must be 
tax deductible), along with some 
new faces - Richard Bell, James 
Attleson, and Red Schwartz. SBA 
parties are open to all law 
students, faculty and staff. So give 
a student a chance to show his/her 
intellectual prowess when they've 
got a few under their belt - come 
to the next party. 
48. Raid or port 
49. Part of Israel 
to St. Ives 11. --Paulo 50. Involved (2 wds.) 
Destroyer (var.) 36. ___..,f the Court 12. Shyster attorney 51. Zwi Kaner or
60.Exclamation39. Act (Lat.) 
40. Pavement 
Marcel Marceau 15. Mister or Bailey
61. Hesitation syllable 53. Ghana language 19. Negative
62. VIP41.,Head man (military var.) 54. Month in Haifa 22. French town 
63. Not guilty (old 42. Follow 55. Storm or lighter24. Pronoun
pleading)43. Locate 25. Pornography 57. Union Army during 
44.Ex Civil War (abbreviation) __ _ 26. Pastry 
DOWN45. H2so4 or HCl 58. Sea Eagle 27. Lends ___ 
jack 28. Lash again 
1. Springy motion 32. judicial opinion irrelevant 47. ___ Dai (Vietnamese 2. Goddess in Luxor to particular decision emperor 3. Miss Lancaster 33. Oxford student or48. Open your mouth & &>lution will be posted Monday 4. Incompetent one USSR river say __ 5. The thing speaks for
49. Ready,---� fire 37. Piaza outside the OPINION Office,itself 38. Irate52. Quote 
55. Charles Lamb pen­
Room623.6. ----o.rom year to year 43. Jewish Holy Day (var.) 
34. Once again 7. American Indian 46.Exclamation in Baden name 
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The Vice-President shall assume the duties of the President in the 
President's absence, and shall assist the President in the conduct of Title IX. and SUNYAB 
the affaires of the Association. In the event of the President's 
resignation, the Vice-President shall assume the duties of the 
Presidency for the remainder of the term. No Vice-President may 
serve in that position for more than one year. 
The Secretary shall maintain a written record of all meetings of 
the Association, and a list of names, addresses and telephone 
numbers of all members. 
The Treasurer shall have charge of all finances of the Association 
and shall report on the state of the treasury at all meetings of the 
Association. The Treasurer shall collect dues from all members, 
pay all debts of the Association from Association funds and shall 
keep an itemized record of all receipts and expenditures. 
All officers shall be responsible for any auxilary assignments as 
may be made by the President. 
ARTICLE V 
Regular meetings of the Association shall be held each semester at a 
time and in a place to be designated by the President upon the advice 
of the Executive Committee. 
No fewer than three meetings shall be held per semester, and each 
meeting shall be at a place accessible to a majority of the membership. 
Meetings shall be conducted according to this constitution and 
according to the customs of the Association, except that, upon 
petition of a plain majority of members present at any one meeting, 
that meeting or the remainder thereof shall be conducted according to 
the provisions set forth in Roberts Rules of Order. 
Notice of the date, time and place of each meeting shall be made to 
the membership in a manner reasonably sufficient to notify all. 
ARTICLE VI 
The membership shall vote on all matters, financial or otherwise, 
binding the Association to a course of action. 
No vote shall be taken without a quorum present. A quorum shall 
consist of ten members in good standing. Good standing shall be 
measured solely by the payment of annual dues, which shall be 
collected as soon as practicable during the course of the fall semester. 
The president or any three members present may present an issue to a 
vote of the membership. 
Votes requiring the expenditure of Association funds including votes 
on criteria for eligibility for scholarship funding, shall be decided by 
two-thirds of the members present at the vote; all other matters shall 
be decided by a majority of those present. 
ARTICLE VII 
Election of officers shall be conducted at the first regular meeting of 
the Association to occur in the second semester. 
All officers shall be elected by a simple majority. 
In the event of a vacancy among the officers other than the 
Presidency, an election shall be held at the next regularly scheduled 
meeting of the Association. In the case of a vacancy in the office of 
the President, the Vice-President shall assume the Presidency and a 
new Vice-President be elected. 
Any ten members may call for a Special Election to fill a vacancy or to 
remove any or all officers for cause. 
ARTICLE VIII 
This Constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the 
membership. 
Leslie K. Kirschner 
Title IX (20 U.S.C. - 1680 et seq} is a general 
prohibition of discrimination on the basis of sex in 
federally assisted education programs and activities. 
It reads "No person in the U.S. shall on the basis of 
sex be excluded from participation in, be denied the 
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under 
any education program or activity receiving Federal 
financial assistance." It contains several exemptions 
concerning religiously controlled educational 
institutions, military schools and others. The 
regulations for Title IX, which went into effect on 
July 21, 1975, prohibit discrimination in admission 
and r ecruitment, in educational programs and 
activities, and specifically allows remedial and 
affirmative action programs. 
Under Title IX, the educational institution is to 
evaluate its current policies and practices within one 
year, modify any of these which do not meet the 
requirements of- Title IX and take appropriate 
remedial steps to eliminate effects of any 
discriminatory practices resulting from adherence to 
these policies and practices. 
The two areas in which Title IX has received the 
most attention and controversy are athletics and 
women's studies. 
What does Title IX require in the area of 
athletics? 
In the area of athletics, the regulations of Title 
IX provide "No person shall on the basis of sex, be 
excluded from participation in, be denieci benefit of, 
be treated differently than, or discriminated against 
in an interscholastic, intercollegiate class or 
intramural athletics and no recipient shall provide 
any such athletics separately." Separate teams for 
each sex are allowed where selection for such teams 
· based upo competitive skill or activity involved in 
a contact sport. However, where there is no team in 
a particular sport for one sex, and athletic 
opportuni ties for members of that sex have 
previously been limited, members of that sex must 
be allowed to try out for the team Ul'lless it is· a 
contact sport (boxing, wrestling, rugby, ice hockey, 
football, basketball etc.). What this regulation would 
mean in practice is that if there is no women's team, 
a woman must be allowed to try out for the men's 
team, but not vice-versa (unless the men's previous 
athletic opportunities had been limited - which 
would be unusual since nationwide women's sports' 
budgets are 2% of mens budgets). 
The University must provide 'comparable 
facilities' for men and women. "A recipient may 
provide separate toilet, locker room, and shower 
facilities but such facilities provided for one sex shall 
be comparable to such provided for other sex." An 
article in the Spectrum (10/20} stated that the new 
gym planned for the Amherst campus will not 
contain a women's locker room (but will contain a 
men's locker room}. This is a clear violation of the 
mandate of Title IX. 
What does Title IX mean to the existence of the five 
all women's courses at Womens Studies College? 
It is the administration's contention that 
Womens Studies College (WSC} is not in compliance 
with the Title IX regufations. It is ironic that the 
Puerto Rican Law Students Attend "Law Day" 
On Saturday, October 18, 
1 9 7 5, the Puerto Rican Law 
Students Association of Brooklyn 
Law School held a "Law Day". 
The main objective of the 
conference was  to  a cquaint 
undergraduate minority students 
with law school admissions 
requiremt:nts. Approximately one 
hundred undergraduate students 
from colleges throughout the New 
York - New Jersey area attended 
the conference. The law schools 
represented were: University of 
Buffalo,  Brooklyn, Columbia, 
Fordham, George Washington, 
Rutgers - Newark and Camden, 
Seaton Hal l  and New York 
University. In addition the Puerto 
Rican Legal Defense Fund was 
also represented. 
The conference opened with 
speakers from various fields of 
law, highlighted by Judge John 
Carro, of the Criminal Court of that the three 
adminis tra tion's f irst  attempted use of the 
ant i-discrimination legislation is to eliminate a 
program in the spirit of affirmative action. It seems 
somewhat contradictory that legislation passed with 
the intent to promote the education of women is 
being used to threaten the continued existence of an 
educational program designed to do just that. Title 
IX calls for a year long self-evaluation of the whole 
University. Women's Studies College maintains that 
any special treatment (as in the case here) of WSC 
short of the uniform procedure established for 
evaluating the whole u niversity constitutes 
discrimination against a program promoting the 
education of women. 
Is the existance of all women's classes a violation of 
Title IX? 
The legislative history shows that Title IX was 
passed to eliminate educational discrimination 
against women. Title IX specifically allows for the 
development of affirmative action programs; " . . .  a 
recipient may take affirmative action to overcome 
the effects of conditions wli ich resulted in limited 
participation therein by persons of a particular sex." 
The five all women courses are part of the 
affirmative action th rust of WSC. To understand the 
extent to which affirmative action is needed, look to 
who rules America; but, better yet, look to who 
talks in class, to whom your teachers are and 
remember women are over 1 /2 of the population. All 
women classes constitute an effective way of 
combating discrimination and enabling women to 
participate fully in this society. 
The education value of women's classes has been 
recognized. During rechartering, Dr. Ketter agreed to 
allow the selective use of all women's classes when 
such use is clearly and directly related to the 
educational objectives of the course and is necessary 
for their achievement. It was stipulated that any 
challenge·to all women's classes should go through 
the established academic channels (D.U.E.). The 
D i  v i  s i o n o f  U n d e  r g r a d  u a t e  E d  u cation 
overwhelmingly approved the five courses, based on 
their educational rationale. 
Women have had a Jong history of social, 
economic and political oppression. Traditional 
education ignores serious .study of women. Women's 
,. 
Studies College has created a form of education to 
redress the effects-of past oppression and to enhance 
the full participation of all people in society. The all 
women classes involve interpreting their studies 
through their personal life experiences as_ women. 
The goal is to connect women's personal experiences 
with the social and historical roots of women. 
Through experience, WSC has found it most 
effective to do this work together in a group with 
other women. Since men have not had the same 
experiences (since the courses deal with the women's 
experience in society) it was found that the presence 
of men impeded the progress of the class and 
interfered with the educational process. 
The atmosphere of all women classes enables 
women to analyze their personal experiences and 
those of women in society and work toward their 
rull participation in education and society. 
At present, WSC is having a petition drive to 
raise the issue of all women's classes on campus. 
People interested in finding out more about WSC or 
in helping out - call WSC at 831-3405. 
most important representatives gave a brief history 
the Bronx. qualities for becoming a good of their respective schools and of 
Judge Carro became interested attorney are: dedication, integrity the procedures required for 
in the field of law while employed and respect. admissions. Interested students 
as a probation officer. Realizing The conference also included a then had an opportunity to ask 
the lack of aid for Puerto Ricans skit presented by the Puerto specific q uestions relating to 
in the criminal justice system led Rican Law Student Association of applications,  F ina ncial aid, 
him to pursue his present career. N.Y.U. The subject of the skit was a d m i s s i o n s  a n d  academic 
After ten years of practicing law to i 11 us tra  te the shortage of requirements. 
he set his goal to become one of attorneys available to represent Another conference has been 
the first Puerto Rican judges in minority tenants in N.Y. planned for Nov. 15th, 1975 at" 
New York. Judge Carro indicated T h e  v a rious law. school Rutgers Law School. 
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Freshperson's-Eye-View of Tax Court 
Andrew M. Puritz been better off if there had been a · realized the busy schedule the Mr. Connely were both finished The judge smiled, assented, and 
jury here, composed of middle judge followed, but that "this is with their presentations. The said he'd get to the decision as 
The New York State Tax Court aged businessmen. They'd have the first time anyone has been · judge began to speak; Mr. Cooper soon as possible. 
was scheduled to begin at 10:00 understood. Mr. Cooper was able to listen to me." The' court interrupted to request t�at the We all rose and so on, and then 
a.m. on October 8. I arrived at the sworn in. (This was the first time 
moot court room at 9:50, and saw I'd ever seen anyone sworn in; it 
a notice which told me that the was just l ike Judd for the 
session had begun at 9:30. I was Defense}. Mr. Cooper asked the 
sorry but not surprised. As a first court for permission to sit down; 
y e a r  s t udent of no l i ttle the judge smiled and said, "sure." 
ignorance, I barely knew even the The sum of Mr. Cooper's
function of a tax court. Perhaps argument was that he'd been
all such sessions began half an taken for a ride and deserved a
hour early. break. And he had been taken, it 
My first question was "who's de v e l o p e d ,  b y  a German 
who?" There was a tall, thirty-ish manufacturer who had not
fellow in a sharp suit making his d e l i v e r e d  a c omputerized 
opening statement. He had a surveying instrument after Cooper 
heavy mustache. To his left, had invested $60,000 in it, and
sitting alone at a large table, was a had bid and won several lucrative little man whose jaw was tightly contracts in expectation of using
clenched. I was correct in guessing that equipment. When that fell
that this was Mr. Cooper, the through, his surveying business
defendant. The former was the (the product of twenty-five years 
prosecutor, Mr. Connely. growth and forty-four years of
We had dittoed copies of Mr. impressive experience} shook in a
Cooper's opening statement. In very discomforting manner. It was
brief, he had deducted from his never stated; but the impression
income taxes a depreciation one received (or at least, /
allowance of some $14,000 on r e c e i v e d }  w a s  t h a t  t h e
sophisticated surveying equipment depreciation allowance he took
which he never owned. I assumed was a desperate attempt to cut
that anyone in his position would losses.
be puckering where he sat, and it 
While Mr. Cooper ran throughwas apparent that his was the case 
his lengthy statistics, the judgehere. Mr. Cooper devoted much of 
tried to stay attentive. Hehis energy towards hopping up 
scratched his head often, drankarid down, apologizing for delay, 
some water; once he checked QUt and clenching the arms of his 
a pretty girl who was walkingchair. 
d o w n  t h e  side a isle. TheExhibits were put in the 
prosecutor conferred with hisrecord; at one point the clerk had 
partner, a very young gentlemantrouble adjusting the rubber 
with baggy socks. The clerk gazed stamp and fell several exhibits 
o f f  a t  s o m e t h i n g .  T h ebehind. I wondered if anyone ever 
stenographer scribbled. got sent to jail because the 
exhibits were mismarked and no At the crucial point in the 
one realized it. testimoney, however, where 
The amount of money involved certain correspondence important 
- was not in dispute. The issue was to the defense was being gone
whether or not Mr. Cooper had over, the judge was all ears. I was 
been negligent in deducting the impressed by his attitude of 
amount he  did. I found it fairness towards Mr. Cooper; he 
interesting that negligence, not helped him along gently and 
fraud, was at issue. So the state frequently. ·I was also impressed 
had a heart, too. Mr. Cooper was a by h i s  ab ility to focus on 
very sympathy-incurring guy. important issues and pass the rest 
Mr. Cooper defended himself. by. Quite a talent. 
That seemed wise. Why pay a As the statistics continued, Mr. 
lawyer for a lost cause? He'd have Cooper paused to say that he 
Tape Research Programs 
The Law Library's Audiovisual Department has completed five of 
a series of eight slide tape programs on legal research. These programs 
have been designed for use in combination with library tours to fulfill 
the library's responsibility for teaching legal research. 
The present five programs which are 10 to 15 minutes in length 
cover legal reference materials, legal periodicals and indexes, court 
reports, case digests, and Shepard's Citations. Three other programs in 
progress will cover federal statutes, New York statutes, and the 
American Law Reports. 
The slide-tape programs were written by the library's reference 
staff and produced by the Audiovisual Department. They have been 
designed for use on combination cassette tape players and rear screen 
slide projectors. The programs and the projectors for viewing them are 
available in the Audiovisual Department on the fifth floor of the 
library in Room 535. 
The use of audiovisual materials in teaching legal research is a 
- _ relatively new practice. The library welcomes criticism on these 
programs to help evaluate and revise them to meet the needs of the 
users. 
Added Notice: Cassette tape recordings of the speakers from the 
Distinguished Visitors Forum will be available in the Library's 
�-Audiovisual Department. The first in the series available on tape is Fred 
Cohen's talk on The Abolition of Parole. 
all6wed him to continue. judge enter his petition for appeal I dashed for my 12:00 class. Poor 
Eventually, Mr. Cooper and should that become necessary. Mr. Cooper. 
Cohen 
- continued from page one 
a representative sample of the community from 
punishment are exhausted. Practically to implement which the inmate came was willing to take him back. 
such a standard, ther.e should be a limit imposed on ,Such a community appraisal would certainly be 
the number of prison cell units that could be built in more realistic than the one made by a parole board 
any given �ounty. Rather than make grandstand which is hardly representative of the community of 
plays judges, and district attorneys would be forced people who bear the risk. Also they would be more 
to make some realistic decisions about sentencing. discerning of the act prisoners perform, such as being 
Parole would be abolished. At most a judge would be a model prisoner, than the existing parole boards. A 
given six months leeway in a fixed sentence where prisoner seeking such relief could not fake it, as is 
mitigating circumstances are shown. A Parole system often the case with parole boards, when he says to 
could only be re-established if it could be shown that the!TI, "I've suffered enough." 
WHY WE URGE YOU TO VOTE 
NED REGAN 
FOR COUNTY EXECUTIVE 
Some of us have had the chance to work in the county covernment; as law students we 
are all concerned with government. We believe that Ned Regan has provided Erie County 
with leadership of the highest qu"ality. 
Local Government Reform 
A cum laude graduate of our Law School, Regan is a recognized expert in local 
government. As summarized in an article he wrote for the Washington Post, he advocates 
a two-tier approach to the reorganization of local government, assigning regional 
functions to county government and community functions to city, town, and village 
government. He has implemented this approach in Erie County's Department of Central 
Police Services, county-wide property tax valuation program, and urban county program 
under the Community Development Act. 
Community-Based Health and Human Services 
Regan has pioneered in the development of a community-based system of health and 
human services. Two comprehensive health and human services centers have been opened 
and three more are underway in historically under-served urhan neighborhoods. Rather 
than build up a county bureaucracy, the Regan administration works through 
community organizations. 
Open, Professional Government 
Regan has received a national award for opening up government to the press and the 
people. County business is conducted in open forums such as the Environmental Task 
Force. He answers his own telephone. He bases appointments on professional merit. He 
draws on the resources of the University for appointments (e.g., the County Attorney 
and the first Commissioner of Environmental Quality) consultant studies, and advisory 
boards. 
Regan's sound fiscal management has allowed Erie County to maintain its AA bond 
rating while reducing County property taxes for three consecutive years. 
For all these reasons and more, we support Ned Regan and encourage you to vote for 
him on election day. 
Ron Benjamin Charles Hall 
Ray Bowie Philip Lee 
Brian Carr Tom Lochner 
Gabe Ferber Lewis Marks 
Richard Feldman Sandy Presant 
Alan Gerstman Margaret Wong 
.____________ PAID FOR BY LAW STUDENTS FOR REGAN ___________ _. 
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ANN..OGO0s ·DISPARITIES 
by Waterman and Bick 
"Art, all art, is merely an expression of something. " 
Woody Allen 
Zacharia Bick sat quietly in the center of the room, 
surrounded by the noise and conversation with which his 
section began each day of classes. Usually, Mr. Bick's voice 
was a part of the general hum, but today he was intently 
studying the face of Dr. Elliot Waterman, as the learned 
scholar waited patiently for the class to settle down. What 
impenetrable thoughts doe s such a mind harbor? mused 
Mr. Bick. From somewhere in the distance, the lonely wail 
of an ambulance could be heard. Dr. Waterman's eyes grew 
misty at the sound, and a sigh, inaudible from a few feet 
away, was born and instantly lost in the enshrouding 
tumult. 
Mr. Bick's attention was diverted by a heated 
conversation behind him. "I made a lamp in shop, once." 
That's the trouble with law students, thought Zacharia. 
Always talking shop. 
And then, Dr. Waterman was speaking. The lecture 
hall grew quiet. Inexplicably, it began to rain, but no one 
seemed to notice. "How many of you are signed up as 
contestants in the Moot Court Competition?" he asked. A 
few hands shot up. Others showed more hesitation as they 
made themselves known. The Doctor smiled in 
understanding, a smile which he attempted to disguise by 
holding an eraser under his nose. 
"Well, let me remind you that you will be judged, not 
only on the quality of your legal research and the 
soundness of your arguments, but also on poise, 
personality, and talent. Decisions, which will be handed 
down after the bathing suit competition, are final." 
A question from the back. "Who are the judges?" A 
titter ran through the room, which Mr. Bick found in poor 
ttaste. Although it did sound just like Stanley Kowalski. 
"Good question. There's Judge Hilton, of the Idaho 
Court of Last Resort, who upon ascending the bench in 
1926, in one fell swoop, .wiped out six decades of legal 
precedents when he used the opinions and sundry dicta to 
start the charcoal in his barbecue pit. There's Justice 
Sheraton, who regained his good standing some years back 
after being disbarred when he attempted to sue a vacant 
lot, and then tried to recover damages when· it failed to 
appear in court, or even file an answer with the clerk. 
About the final judge, Judge Holliday, little can be said, 
beyond a brief comment to the effect that he looks just 
like an 8(a) pleading." 
Mr. Bick's mind was wandering. When they legalized 
marijuana, he thought idly, I bet the notice on the side will 
say, "Warning: The Surgeon General has determined that 
smoking cannabis may lead to ... uh ... " 
Dt. Waterman was continuing. "The important thing is 
to begin your preparations now. It often takes weeks for a 
rash to clear. I've heard that some students found it 
helpful to type their notes on toilet paper, which 
facilitates quick review at a time usually wasted on a Sears 
catalog or an old Readers Digest." 
One student complained that the problem to be 
researched was poorly constructed, especially in the names 
used. The defendant's name, for example, was Henry 
Plaintiff, and this balled up everything. 
The'-class ended, as Mr. Bick had known it would, 
despite all evidence to the contrary. It was this same 
optimism which convinced Zach that he would one day get 
cancer. He followed Dr. Waterman to his office, to ask for 
advice on how to approach the moot court problem. 
In the deep-plush security of his office, leaning back 
in his '"brushede" acrylic chair, his feet up on the cluttered, 
checkered desk, Dr. Waterman could relax and allow his 
true personality to shine through. 
"Speak, turkey." 
"About the problem, sir," Mr. Bick began, "It's a torts 
case ... " 
"Torts!" the Doctor retorted. "Oh pus!" 
"Yes, sir, and I wondered--" 
"Not again," moaned Dr. Waterman. "The hassle, the 
irritation. Damages. Jesus. Tough to determine, so 
subjective. Just recently a jury in Los Angeles awarded a 
movie star ten thousand for humiliation he suffered when 
he stepped in a huge, negligently deposited Great Dane 
mess." He shook his head. "They're appealing, of course. 
Inability to pay, verdict too excessive. Dane just can't 
cough it up, it all went for/counsel and a flea collar." 
" Similarly, an eighty-one year old widow in Chicago 
just won her case before the U.S. Supreme Court, which 
won its case later. She was eating lunch in Macy's when she 
was hit by a 747 piloted by a deranged Cuban nationalist. 
Because of the nature of an ultra- hazardous activity, she 
received eight dollars (the cost of her ruined lunch, minus 
mitigation of damages resulting from resale of the pickle, 
which being kosher went for quite a bit), and she also 
received an opportunity to spit on the Civil Aeronautics 
Board. Perversly, she's also suing Macy's for damages 
resulting from her inadvertent"swallowing of a sugar bowl, 
which in the excitement she took to be an aspirin. It's a 
swamp, Bick, a swamp." 
"Yes. Well, thanks, Doctor. Until that time." 
He got up and left Dr. Waterman to his own devices, 
which on the surface seemed pretty exotic. Mr. Bick was 
. fuming. "He'll sing a different tune when I'm Chief 
Justice," he said. 
He entered the empty elevator and pushed number 
two. The doors s\jd shut. Mr. Bick closed his eyes, 
concentrated mightily, and opened his eyes again. But it 
was no use. As always, when he pressed number two, he 
had ended up in Great Neck. 
BLP Law Student 
Practice Studied 
The Buffalo Legislation Project vary in terms· of which students 
is working with the New York may practice what types of law 
State Senate Majority Leader's and in what capacity. 
Office on a project which could In  California, for example, 
have considerable effect upon law third year students may, under 
students. certain conditions, represent any 
client in any court or before any Jon Factor, a third year 
administrative tribunal in the state student and BLP member, is 
as long as the student is supervised analyzing the laws of forty-four 
by an attorney. This enables thestates which permit law students 
student to interview clients andand recent graduates who have 
witnesses without the presence of n o t  y e t  p a s sed t h e  b a r  
an attorney. Under the California examination to perform work 
scheme students are permitted to normally requiring a lawyer who 
a p p e a r  in trial  or before has been admitted to the bar. 
administrative agencies under the
New York law now permits supervision, of the attorney of
third year law students to provide record.
l e g a l  s e r v i c e s  u n d er the It is expected that the BLP's
supervision of a Legal Aid final report to the Senate Majority 
organization or the Corporation Leader's  Office will include
Counsel and County Attorney's recommendations to broaden New 
office in family court proceedings. York's relatively restrictive law on 
Recent law school gradutes t h e  t o p ic. The applicable
may, in addition, work under the provi,s ion' i s  located in the 
s u p e r v i s i o n  of  a District Judiciary Law §478 (McKinney's 
Attorney's office prior to passing 1972).
the bar examination. A proposed A more liberal provision would 
amendment to the present law have the effect of giving law
would enable third year students · students the opportunity to gain
to work with District Attorneys a·s practical  legal  experience to
well. supplement their studies. Further 
A majQr portion of the BLP information on this and other 
research wil l  focus on the BLP projects can be obtained at 
potential and proper limits to law the BLP's new offices in Rooms 
s t u d e n t  p r a c t i c e . T h e  643 and 644 on the bridge 
requirements of the several states between O'Brian and Baldy Halls. 
Sojoumer1s Truth 
"Equality of Rights Under the Law Shall Not Be 
Denied Or Abridged By The State Of New York Or 
Any Subdivision Thereof On Account of Sexe" 
- Text of the proposed New York State 
The subordinate status of women has been 
reinforced and reflected throughout history in the 
legal system. The New York State Constitution was 
drafted by men on the assumption that women did 
not exist as legal persons. The common law at that 
time classified women With infants and imbeciles, 
denying any capacity to think and act as responsible 
adults. Even this shred of legal identity ceased with 
marriage, for then a woman entered into the state of 
"coverturee" whereby the wife and husband are one 
unit with the husband being the one. 
Although the legal status - of women has 
gradually improved and laws passed with the intent 
of insuring equal treatment of the sexes, these 
changes have yet to be reflected_ in the basic 
statement of policy for New York State. Adoption 
of the Equal Rights Amendment would serve this 
purpose, incorporating into the New York State 
Constitution the fundamental principle that men and 
women are of equal standing in the eyes of the law. 
The effect of the Equal Rights Amendment will 
be to prohibit the use of sex as a factor in 
determining legal rights. Its scope is limited to state 
action and it will not affect private relationships or 
organizations. Classifications by the law would have 
to be made on the basis of the existence of certain 
abilities, particular traits or specific characteristics, 
rat her than blanket classific9tions by sex. 
Discrimination is always a necessary concommitant 
of any sex-based law because a large number of 
women and men do not fit the female and male 
stereotypes upon which such laws are predicated. 
The dual legal system which currently exists 
would become one unified system on a sex neutral 
basis. Lab or laws which provide meaningful 
-protection would be expanded to include both men 
and women, laws whose purpose is outdated would 
be nullified. Current legislation like Title VII of the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Equal Pay Act of 
1963 would be reinforced and strengthened. Over 
42% of the women in the United States are in the 
labor force and the passage of the Equal Rights 
Amendment would guarantee the permanence and 
impact of a constitutional ban on discrimination in 
employment. 
The Domestic Relations Law would become 
more flexible after the passage of the Equal Rights 
Amendment. Currently it is written only in terms of 
the traditional concept of the husband as the sole 
support of the wife and child. Equal treatment of 
each spouse would be mandated by the Equal Rights 
Amendment. The courts would have more freedom 
to focus on the actual lifestyle of each family 
situation, allowing for recognition of alternative 
living arrangements. Alimony would be determined 
on each spouse's need; child support and child 
custody would be  based on the specific 
circumstances of each relationship. 
Criminal laws which are sex-based would also be 
affected. The scope of laws governing rape and 
sexual abuse would be broadened to extend the same 
protection to both women and men. 
The time has come for the law to recognize the 
fundamental dignity and individuality of each 
human b_eing. Vote for passage of the Equal Rights 
Amendment on November 4th. 
Mor e information on  the Equal Rights 
Amendment is available in the Women's Law 
Association Office, Room 509. For an extensive 
discussion of the Federal Equal Rights Amendment 
see 80 Yale Law Review 871 (1971 ). 
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1966. 
of course work. the law· library be located in a separate 
building, and the faculty likewise have 
offices in seperate buildings, all of which 
were opposed by the faculty in their own 
1953. 
-From One Room to O 'Brian Hall • • • 
·. 
The admissions policy had also been of 
some concern to the f aculty, and 
commencing in the 1948-49 year, all 
applicants were required to take the Law 
School Admission Test. The School 
determined, however, not to adopt the rule 
of the major national schools to accept 
only those having a high likelihood of 
success as indicated by LSA T scores. 
"There should be reputable law schools," 
state Dean Jaffe, "which are prepared to 
take some chances." The liberal admission 
policy set that year took those chances, 
accepting as a consequence that first-year 
failure rates would remain high. 
The new building was completed and 
o c c u pied in  September of  1949, 
accommodating 131 freshmen and a total 
of 316 students. Total investment in the 
new Law School plant, including library 
and equipment, stood at $704,382.58. 
The next year, Dean Jaffe resigned to 
teach at Harvard, with responsibility for 
the School's administration left in the 
hands of an Executive Committee instead 
of another Dean. 153 freshmen were 
admitted, but greater reliance was placed 
on LSAT scores in admissions , due to the 
strong correlation found the previous year 
between poor LSA T scores and failure 
rates. 
Two notable innovations of the year 
1950 were the first issue of the Buffalo 
Law Review and the establishment of the 
James McCormick Mitchell Fund, the 
income from which was to be used to 
provide guest lecturers for the School. 
Confrnotation with UB 
In 1951, the School found a Dean in the 
person of George Neff Stevens, who was 
shocked at the deficiencies of a library 
which did not meet the minimum 
standards of either the ABA or AALS. 
Dean Stevens managed to secure an 
emergency $5,000 appropriation for the 
library from the University, but came to 
feel, as the year progressed, that the Law 
School's control over its curriculum had 
been overridden by the University 
administration in  several  instances, 
including a bar review course, seminar 
instruction, and salary scales, all of which 
were unilaterally cut. In protest against 
what he felt was the University's failure to 
consult with the Law School on budget 
cuts, Dean Neff resigned the office after 
only one year. 
The year 1951 had its bright spots, 
however, as when the students organized a 
Student Bar Association affiliated with the 
ABA, and founded the Opinion. A 
yearbook, called the Advocate, was also 
begun in 1951 but became defunct in 
Academically, the School began that 
In his first report to the University 
Chancellor, Dean Hyman noted difficulties 
concerning admissions standards and 
student financial need. Describing the 
School's selectivity as "probably less than 
any but two of the New York Law 
Schools," the new Dean advocated a 
re-examination of admissions policies, that 
had resulted in a 30% failure rate each 
year. Dean Hyman also sought a four-year 
program for the increasing number of 
students who, lacking financial aid, had to 
work virtually full-time to finance their 
education. 
Perhaps in response to the latter 
p r o blem, the Alumni Association 
inaugurated the Carlos C. Alden Fund in 
1954, the purpose of which was to provide 
financial  assistance to students who 
required such to remain in School. 
Slow Enrollments, Faculty Leave 
The student body declined that year to 
280, consistent with a nation-wide decline 
in law school enrollments, but the faculty 
decided nonetheless to retain the liberal 
admissions policy, believing that it was not 
incumbent upon them to limit the supply . 
of graduates to the demand. Placement of 
all but the top 10% of each graduating class 
remained difficult, with about 20% to 30% 
finding non-legal worJ< each year. 
In keeping with efforts to reshape the 
Law School as a Legal Center, Dean 
Hy man expanded con ti nu i ng I egal 
education offerings to practicing attorneys 
in 1955 in COOpl)ration with. th·e l:.rie 
County Bar Association. For the fourth 
time, the Annual ·conference on Legal 
Problems of Local Government was held' at 
the School, drawing the attendance of 
about 80 county, city, village, and school 
district attorneys. 
Throughout the mid-fifties, the faculty 
was undergoing rapid change, as some 
members were attracted by higher salaries 
or better research facilities elsewhere. 
Though replacements were often hard to 
find due to a dearth of qualified teachers in 
the market and UB's failure to offer proper 
financial inducement in many cases, Dean 
Hyman yet managed to maintain a hard 
core of superior faculty at the School. 
In 1956, students were active on several 
fronts, as the School's Moot Court teams 
made good showings in its competitions of 
that year and a new group, the Indigent 
Prisoners Defense Organization, was , 
formed to supply student assistance to 
legal aid attorneys. 
1957 was another year of declining 
enrollments, with the local economic 
slump contributing to a large number of 
students dropping out in mid-year. The 
won, for a third time, the Regional 
Competition over Albany, Cornell, and 
Syracuse, while Opinion won an award in · 
the national competition of the American 
Law Student Association, the ptecursor to 
tbe ABA-LSD. SBA, in addition, hosted a 
regional convention of the Law School 
Association in Buffalo this winter. 
Alumni Chip In 
The Annual Participating Fund for 
Legal Education, launched as an alumni 
project, got off the ground in the 1959-60 
academic year, raising a total of $10,000 in 
memberships in its first year, in the belief 
that "the School could not . . . maintain 
an adequate level of quality if it remained 
ninth or tenth among the ten New York 
law schools in terms of salary levels, 
n umber of  ful l -t ime faculty, and 
scholarship funds." 
Even as the Participating Fund was 
raising these sums, however, the American 
Association of Law Schools, evaluating the 
School in 1959-60, came to much the same 
conclusion as had the Fund's organizers in 
its recommendations that the University 
d e a l  w i t h  p r o blems of  physical  
inadequacies, student quality and financial 
aids, and faculty salaries .. 
Partly in response to the AALS report 
and the urging of the School's faculty, the 
University decided in 1960 that the Law 
School would be moved to the Main Street 
Campus as soon as UB had the money to 
construct a new building. 
In 1960, the Participating Fund had 
received pledges reaching the $15,000 
mark, $1,000 of which was awarded as a 
scholarship and another $2,200 for an 
experimental problem course in Small 
Business required for all seniors. Shortly 
thereafter,  however, the Governor's 
Commission on Higher Education, 
established in the 1950's to study ways to 
aid the ailing private colleges in the State, 
issued the "Heald Report," in which UB's 
merger with SUNY was broached publicly, 
and the Participating Fund suspended its 
operations temporarily to assess the impact 
on the Law School. 
Dean Hyman, following the release of 
the Heald Report, had conducted a survey 
of other publicly suuported law schools, 
and he advised the Participating Fund that 
funds for experimental legal education 
would still be needed after. incorporation 
with SUNY. In 1961, the Fund, revising its 
goals somewhat to account for aid the 
School would be receiving from the State, 
appropriated $3,000 · for scholarships, 
another $3,000 to the Small Business 
course, and $1,000 for assistance to the 
Clinical Program. 
development in a new building were 
formulated within the parameters of a 
private university in financial crisis. During 
this pre-merger period, the faculty were 
thinking in terms of a student body 
numbering between 250 to 400, a faculty 
of 18 full-time members, and a library with 
the capacity for 200,000 volumes. 
Planning in the spring of 1962, however, 
reflected the impact of the impending 
SUNY merger, as Chancellor Furnas 
suggested to Dean Hyman that the Law 
School be included in a Social Science 
Center with the School of Social Work and 
the Business School, a plan to which the 
faculty was favorably disposed except as 
regarded the possibility of shared facilities. 
Following the merger the following fall, 
SUNY, consistent with its desire to 
establish a major University center in the 
upstate region, began studying ways to 
expand the Buffalo campus, and, by 1964, 
had decided upon expansion into Amherst. 
Staffed with ten full-time and eight 
part-time faculty in 1963, the School 
strove, despite the uncertainty posed by 
various relocation plans, to introduce 
stability into its professional program, 
which in than year was set at 88 semester 
hours consisting of 25 required courses, 9 
elective courses, and 8 seminars. 
The very next year, even as SUNY 
announced the purchase of the Amherst 
land for the development of a new campus, 
Dean Hyman stepped down from his post 
to assume teaching functions and was 
succeeded as Dean by  William D. 
Hawkland, who was subsequently to 
become the first Provost of the F acuity of 
Law and Jurisprudence in the Meyerson 
reorganization of 1967. 
New Home in Amherst 
Upon his assumption of the Deanship in 
1964, Hawkland was faced with SUNY's 
annquncement of the Amherst relocation 
and its ramifications for the Law School, 
and over the summer of that year, he and 
the faculty decided that the Amherst 
campus would indeed be the most , 
appropriate location for the new Law 
building. 
Over that same summer, the faculty 
comiled a "Bluebook" containing a master 
plan of the School's future development, 
which in turn was incorporated in 1965, at 
the request of SUNY Chancellor Gould, 
into a "Seven Year Plan" covering the 
years from 1966 to 1973. In this Plan, the 
faculty revised its earlier planning of 1962, 
when State support was not taken into 
consideration, and raised its sights from the 
envisioned Main Campus facility to the 
first prototype of what was to become 
r e a c t i v ation of the Law Alumni Partly with money provided by the O'Brian Hall on the Amherst Campus. 
Association in that year led Dean Hyman Fund, several additional full -t ime The University had suggested in 1964 
to hope that the alumni might, as the instructors were added the' year before the . th  at, at least in the initial phase aty e a r  t o  r e q u i r e  three years o f  
Amherst, the Law School share a buildingMedical School alumni had, initiate a merger, bringing the full-time faculty toundergraduate work for admission, while 
graduation requirements rose to 84 hours 
Philip Halpern, in spite of his Supreme 
with other departments,"participating fund"·to raise money for the ten. 
School, including financial aid money. 1961 also saw the revitalization of the 
Though more applications f rom Law Alumni Association, which adopted as 
high-LSAT students were being received in projects the falI 1962 celebration of theCourt obligations, accepted the School's 
cal  I to act as Dean following Neff's 1958, enrollment declined still further. As School's 75th Anniversary and the 
for the faculty, the perennial problem of sponsoring of the commemoratory history Plan of 1965. resignation. Halpern successfully resolved 
salaries resulted in a situation where, in written by Gilbert Pedersen. The controversy over physical planningmost of the School's differences with the 
1958-59, not a single full-time person carried into the winter of 1965, when theAdministration, but when he  was 
designated to join the Appellate Division, remained who had been full-time in 1953 Affiliation With SUNY University, still opposed by the faculty's 
when Hyman became Dean. A successful The graduating class of 1962 was part of preference for their own facilities in aThird Department, he too was forced to 
University fund drive in 1956 promised, UB's 116th and last Commencement as a single building, proposed that the Schoolrelinquish the post, clearing the way for 
however, to add one million dollars to UB private institution, as on September 1, be h 011 sed in one wing of a largerthe appointment of a full-time Dean in 
faculty salaries, and in 1959, local 1962, the School became affiliated with "pentagon" structure on the new campus. 
attorneys began a participating fund for the State University as New York's only By 1966, the Law faculty had largely wonIn May of 1953, Jacob Hyman, who had 
joined the Law School faculty in 1946, the Law School, a measure which was to public law school. their point, but the arrival of President 
help ease the financial pressures further. In 1960, when the faculty first Meyerson that summer had the effect ofbecame Dean, and in that same year, Carlos 
Student morale received several needed determined that the School should be 
boosts in 1958. The Moot Court Team moved onto the Main Campus, plans for 
rendering obsolete all previous planning.C. Alden, completing 50 years of teaching, 
retired as professor emeritus. 
A History of the Law School 
Prior to the appointment of Martin 
Meyerson as President of the University, 
enrollment stood in 1966 at 355, with over 
175 entering as freshmen that year. Wheras 
in 1962 about 50% of the students had 
done their undergraduate work at UB and 
better than 85% lived in Western New 
York, 1966 statistics indicated that only 
25%· had been UB undergraduates and 45% 
had come from outside Western New York, 
most coming from New York City. 
A I though space remained a critical 
problem, with the School renting three 
floors of the Prudential Building in 1965, 
the availability of New York State Higher 
Incentive grants, for which most of the 
students were eligible, somewhat eased the 
financial aid crunch of the early Sixties. , 
The Seven-Year Plan, launched in 1966 
only to be abandoned under Meyerson, had 
envisioned 800 students, 60 faculty, a new 
building i n  Amherst, and innovative 
programs in small class instruction and in 
the field of Local Government Law. 
The Meyerson Reorgaruzation 
U n der President Meyerson, the 
University was radically reorganized early 
in 1967 into seven Faculties, each under a 
Provost, with the Law School being 
designated the Faculty of Law and 
Jurisprudence. Dean Haw kl and assumed 
the office of Provost. 
The F acuity of Law and Jurisprudence 
was charged, in a mission transcending the 
traditional professional program, with 
"responsibility for providing graduate and 
undergraduate training and research in law 
along broad, inter-related lines." Dean 
Ha wkland noted, at the time of the 
reorganization, that the Law School would 
become involved in "areas of knowledge 
formerly occupied exclusively by other 
disciplines." 
The admissions policy aq:ompanying 
t h e  r e o r g a n i z ation recognized a 
responsibility to the State, as the only 
public law school, to  admit some 
applicants who would obviously be 
rejected on quantitative scores, but 
announced an intention not to graduate 
anyone "who could not have graduated 
from any law school in the country." The 
difference between lower quality input and 
higher quality output was to be narrowed 
by "extra teaching effort." 
Despite the liberal admissions policy, 
enrollments declined in both 1967-68 and 
1968-69 due to the ending of draft 
exemption for law students in 1967, but 
by 1969, many serviceman were returning 
to continue their interrupted legal studies, 
while still others, who had been admitted 
under a deferred admissions plan for 
military personnel, were entering in the fall 
of 1969. By 1970, returning servicemen 
outnumbered those who had been 
prevented from attending that year by 
military commitments. 
"Alarm & Pessimism" 
In the late Sixties, Dean Hawkland 
r e p o r ted to Pres.  Meyerson that 
"quantitative comparisons between plans 
and reality gi'le considerable cause for 
alarm and pessimism. They show that the 
University's support has fallen far short of 
what is required to implement our plans." 
Though the School had at that time 
won its fight for a separate academic 
building on the new campus, a problem of 
a different nature began to develop, and by 
1969, Hawkland was bemoaning "the 
steady erosion of the faculty-student 
ratio," which in that year stood at 1 to 22 
as compared to 1 to 15 in 1966. Since the 
faculty had extended its commitments into 
non-professional courses back in 1967 
under the "jurisprudence" program, the 
Dean estimated that a more accurate ratio 
for the professional program was really 1 
to 25 at the end of the decade. 
Development of the l ibrary also 
deteri-0rated in the late Sixties, and 
following the announcement that projected 
acquisitions had been revised downward 
from 400,000 volumes to 300,000, the 
School suffered book budget cuts each 
year from 1967 through 1970, with 
"complete despondency resulting in our 
faculty" according to Dean Hawkland. 
Physical facilities going into 1970 were 
the same as they had been in 1966, 
consisting of the Eagle Street building and 
three floors of the Prudential Building 
several blocks away, although a faculty 
committee under Mr. Wade Newhouse was 
by then well along on planning for the new 
building. A series of meetings involving the 
Newhouse committee, UB facilities staff, 
and the SUNY Construction Fund finally 
resolved upon a structure built to 
accommodate 800 students and 300,000 
library volumes, for a total of 105,470 net 
square feet. 
Over the last years of the Sixties, 
thirteen faculty were added, <llthough even 
that increase was  outpaced by an 
enrollment expansion of 215 students from 
1966 to 1969.-
Momentous Consequences 
The last year of the decade proved to 
have momentous consequences ofr the Law 
School, as it was the year in which Dean 
Hawkland resigned and in which a number 
of academic developments crystalized. 
Upon Hawkland's announcement of 
resignation, William Angus assumed the 
acting DeiJ.nship while Pres. Meyerson 
established a special search committee, 
chaired by Herman Schwartz, to conduct 
the search for a new Provost. Dean Angus 
assumed immediate responsibility for a 
s p e c i a l  r e c ruitment program for 
disadvantaged students in 1969, and he 
worked closely with the Black American 
Law Students Association (BALSA) to set 
guidelines for special admissions and 
financial need. 
Academic developments moving into 
the 1968-69 academic year included a 
substantial  curriculum revision, an 
Ombudsman Project, the continuation of 
an I nternation·a1 Comparative Law 
program, and the completion of planning 
for Law and Society College. 
When the University introduced the 
four-course load for undergraduates in 
1968, law students were spurred to 
reconsider their own School's graduation 
requirements, and they found that the 
requirement of 90 hours and numerous 
mandated courses was somewhat stricter 
than the average required elsewhere. In 
1969, the faculty reduced graduation 
requirements to 81 hours, with only 20 
hours of required courses, in a new 
curriculum based largely on the four-course 
load, a development which reduced 
requirements by about 10%. 
Academic Projects 
International programs saw life in the 
1967-68 academic year, when Prof. Milton 
K a p l a n  c o n d u cted a seminar i n  
Comparative Environmental Law with 
visiting Asian scholars participating, and 
when the School joined with the University 
of Brussels to establish a comparative law 
program to be given in Belgium each 
summer. While budgetary problems caused 
the termination of the latter program in 
1970, the School did maintain a committee 
on international legal studies which 
subsequently formulated plans for an 
eventual LL.M. in international law. 
Joint degree programs also expanded in 
1969, including programs with Policy 
S c i e n c e s ,  S o c ia l  Work. Business 
Administration, Management Science, and 
Social Policy and Community Services. 
Summer courses were first to be offered 
the very next year, 1970, although the 
courses that year were all non-professional 
and the first professional courses were not 
to be offered until 1971. 
Since the merger with SUNY, the Law 
School had emphasized the development of 
a local government law program, and in 
1967, the first concrete step was taken 
with . the initiation of an Ombudsman 
Project, under Angus and Kaplan, which 
was to function well into 1969 handling 
citizen grievances against Erie County and 
the City of Buffalo. 
In 1969, prior to his resignation, Dean 
Hawkland was to speculate that "over the 
past three years, the clinical aspects of our 
program have increased substantially and it 
is possible that we now offer more 
opportunities for clinical work than any 
other law school." The clinical program, 
inaugurated in 1966 'when Prof. Louis 
Swartz supervised a dozen students in 
Legal Aid work, proved so successful by 
1969, that some 40 seniors were then 
working in the Legal Aid Clinic in addition 
to those involved with a bail bond project 
w h e r e  s t ude n t s  m ade b a  i l  
r e c o m m e ndations to City Court. 
Altogether, it was estimated that 80% of 
the senior class were involved in clinical 
work that year. 
The non-professional legal studies 
program begun in 1967 led, in 1968-69, to 
expanded non-professional programs with 
other faculties of the University, including 
a cooperative venture with Educational 
Studies which that year saw a number of 
teachers from ghetto high schools 
participate in a year's program to upgrade 
their training. 
An Urban Problems and Planning 
Institute� supported by an HUD summer 
grant in 1969, involved law faculty joining 
with law students, undergraduates, and 
even high school students to study area 
urban problems from an interdisciplinary 
perspective. 
The late Sixties, a period of inculcation 
·tor many future programs, also saw the 
flourishing of one which was later to 
become dormant, that being the program 
in continuing legal education. The School 
began the acceleration of that program in 
1966, with the production of sixteen 
telev,i s ion lectures aimed at bringing 
practicing attorneys up-to-date on recent 
developments in the state's civil and 
criminal law. The T.V. series continued 
through the academic years 1967-68 and 
1968-69, covering subjects as diverse as the 
Constitutional Convention, the new Penal 
Law, and the Bankruptcy Act, but by the 
early Seventies, continuing education 
efforts had been largely abandoned, chiefly 
due to declining participant interest. 
A project still in the initiation stage, the 
Law and Society College, had its genesis in 
1969 with the sponsorship of a Law and 
Society Workshop which drew upon 
faculty from law and the humanities to 
provide courses, symposia, and research for 
undergraduates.  From the Workshop 
emerged plans for an eventual residential 
c o l l e g e  d e s i g n e d  t o  p r o m o t e  
interdisciplinary opportunities for law 
reform. 
F acuity Restructuring 
Also in 1969, Dean Hawkland proposed 
a sweeping reorganization of the Faculty's 
administrative structure, under" which the 
Faculty would be divided into a School of 
Law and a School of Jurisprudence, each 
headed by a separate dean responsible to 
the Provost. While rejecting the division 
into Schools, a reorganization committee 
established to study Hawkland's proposal 
did formulate a new set of By-laws, upon -­
which the current set is based, which 
provided for five administrators and a 
number of faculty committees, on which 
students were given representation. 
The reorganization also separated the 
offices of Provost a nd Dean, with 
Hawkland retaining the former office and 
William Angus assuming the latter, from 
w h i c h  he was to  administer the 
professional program. Provost Hawkland 
functioned in that office for another year 
before resigning effective September, 1971, 
to assume a teaching appointment at 
University of Illinois at Urbana. 
Into the Seventies 
After an e�tensive search, Dr. Richard 
Schwartz, a Yale Ph.D. in Sociology who 
had taught at Yale and Northwestern law 
schools, was unanimously approved by the 
faculty to assume the dual offices of 
Provost and Dean, which offices he 
assumed in September 1971. 
The building was not to open for 
operations for another two years following 
Dr. Schwartz's assumption of the 
Deanship, but the period designated as the 
Schwartz Administration should perhaps 
be better viewed as a coherent unit across 
the gulf of a few more years, rather than -
dissected at this writing into pre- and 
post-O'Brian eras, eras to which we are 
much to·o close to form a proper 
perspective. 
It has, in any case, been quite an 
odyssey from that single small room in 
Niagara University's Medical Building to 
this new and hopefully permanen·t home of 
the Law School, John Lord O'Brian Hall. 
This concludes the history of 
the Law School, as of today. 
Every day, the further history 
of the School is being written. 
You are the new history, and 
You carry the burden of over 
one hundred years of change. 
Don't let it all pass you by. 
Become a part of history by 
helping to write it. 
OPINION records today's 
events and aspirations, which 
will serve as the research 
material for tomorrow's 
historians. Give them some­
thing worth reading. Help 
us shape the futl.lre. 
Join us today. 
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ConstitutionServices -----Staff 
Howard Achtsam 
Neighborhood Legal Services staffs four offices 
in Buffalo and Lackawanna. As of August, 1975, 
two of these offices were staffed by four attorneys, 
while one of the remaining offices had three lawyers 
and the other had two. With the enormous caseload, 
which is ever increasing, this number of attorneys is 
certainly not sufficient to meet the needs of the 
communities. Beyond just the inadequate number of 
attorneys, the rate of turnover of the lawyers has 
reached a high level. Neighborhood Legal Services 
can no longer count on keeping a lawyer for more 
than two years, which it attributes to an inadequate 
salary scale and an overwhelming caseload. This 
r e s ults in constantly being staffed with 
inexperienced attorneys who require supervision and 
training from the more experienced lawyers. 
Therefore, the time that needs to be spent on cases is 
reduced. 
A I though there were cuts in certain staff 
p o s i t i o n s  (a d m inistr ative ass istants and 
neighborhood aids, both of which were non-legal 
positions), the staff of Neighborhood Legal Services 
has been significantly increased since January, 1975. 
This increase was made possible by Erie County and 
the City of Buffalo, as they have funded the CET A 
(Comprehensive Employment and Training Act) 
program. This has allowed Neighborhood Legal 
Services to train nine paralegals. With the shortage of 
attorneys, the paralegals are an essential component 
concerning the objective of meeting the needs of the 
communities. CETA has also provided funds that 
resulted in the hiring of two law graduates. These 
two were included in the thirteen attorneys that I 
previously stated were employed by the four 
neighborhood offices. 
This increase in staff as a result of CET A funds, 
w hile being of enormous benefit in terms of 
personnel, ha cau d certain problems. An increase 
in staff requires additional equipment, space, and 
funds to pay for support services. Neighborhood 
Legal Services has an inadequate amount of all of 
these. In addition, attorney time must be spent in 
training these CET A people. 
Although CETA has allowed Neighborhood 
Legal Services to provide the same quality and 
quantity of service as in the past, expansion of 
services to meet the needs of the communities has 
not been possible. Another significant factor is that 
the CET A program is only a short-term endeavor, as 
it will in all likelihood endure no more than one or 
two more years. Like the staff attorneys, the CET A 
employees have a high turnover rate. 
It is the feeling at Neighborhood Legal Services 
that the CETA program will be beneficial in that it 
will permit the neighborhood offices to establish 
prioritiea and to decide in what areas their resources 
should be concentrated so as to have 
the greatest impact on po_verty in the target 
communities. However, it is also the feeling at 
Neighborhood Legal Services that substantially 
increased funding of Neighborhood Legal Services is 
the only way to assure that the needs of the 
communities will be met. 
Next Edition: Functions 
Professor Ralph Yalkovsky of the General 
Science Department at UB presented a taped 
interview with Col. G.I.D. Draper to members-of 
the International Law Society on October 15. 
Professor Yalkovsky taped the interview with 
Col. Draper, a British expert on h'umanitarian 
aspects of the law of war, last spring at the Law 
of The Sea Conference in Geneva. On the tape, 
Col. Draper re lates  a short history of 
humanitarian efforts to curb unrestricted warfare 
and speaks of his experiences as a war-crimes 
prosecutor in Germany following WWII. 
-photo by skinner 
MEMO 
To: Gov�rnor Carey 
From: National Lawyers Guild 
Re: Attica 
This is a copy of a letter sent by NLG to Gov. Carey. 
23 October 1975 
The Honorable Hugh Carey 
Governor of New York 
State Capitol 
Albany, New York 12224 
Dear Sir: 
The Buffalo Chapter of the National Lawyers 
Guild supports wholeheartedly your recent public 
statement expressing an inclination towards granting 
amnesty for the Attica Brothers. 
For more than four years now our chapter has 
been deeply involved with the cases arising out of 
the rebellion at Attica prison. We have observed 
gross violations of due process and equal protection 
of the law. Judicial proceedings and uncontroverted 
newspaper reports have revealed a pattern of 
selective ancl invidious application of law which 
shocks the conscience. We have seen documentation 
showing that inmates have been tortured; that 
testimony has been coerced by offers of speedy 
parole; that state investigators have engaged in the 
destruction of exculpatory evidence; that the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation had an informant 
infiltrate the defense team; that in excess of $10 
Million has been expended by the state prosecution 
force while almost no money has been provided to 
the defense; and innumerable other wrongs not here 
listed. Indeed Governor, the scales of justice have 
been so heavily stacked that the injuries already 
inflicted upon the Attica Brothers can never be 
undone. Only amnesty can terminate the suffering 
and end the travesty. 
We are convinced that justice can only be served 
by dropping all remaining charges against the Attica 
Brothers and by pardoning those already convicted. 
We urge you, Governor, to undertake this course of 
action with all possible haste. 
Sincerely, 
Bert Slonim, on behalf of 
the National Lawyers Guild 
Last spring, the Executive Committee of the Law Spouses 
Association appointed a Constitutional Committee, whose task was to 
recommend amendments to the LSA constitution. While the present 
constitution had only recently been approved by the membership, it 
was felt that certain provisions, particularly those relating membership 
criteria, were restrictive and hampered the functioning of the 
association. 
The Constitutional Committee has now completed a draft 
incorporating the proposed amendments. A first reading of this draft, 
se\ out below, will be presented to the membership at the next 
association meeting on Tuesday, October 28. Members, those 
interested in becoming members and those who would become eligible 
for membership should the proposed amendments be adopted are 
invited to prepare comments and to attend the meeting. Attendees are 
requested to bring copies of th is Opinion. 
Victor Rostow 
ARTICLE 1 
The name of this organization shall be the Law Spouses Association. 
ARTICLE II 
The Association is founded for the following purposes: 
First, to provide support services for law students and their 
spouses or partners; 
Second, to provide opportunities for the non-student spouse or 
partner to become involved in the law school community; 
Third, to raise funds for the presentation of scholarships; 
Fourth, to provide such other services to the law school 
community as may from time to time become evident. 
ARTICLE Ill 
Membership in the Association shall be open to all law students, their 
spouses and partners, and to all faculty and alumni of the Faculty of 
Law and Jurisprudence at the State University of New York at 
Buffalo. 
All persons associated with the law school community are eligible for 
membership, and no person, associated with the law school, may be 
denied membership. 
The legislative functions of the Association shall rest with the 
membership. 
ARTICLE IV 
The executive functions of the Association shall be assumed by a 
President, a Vice-President, a Secretary and a Treasurer. 
These officers shall constitute an Executive Committee which shall 
conduct the business of the Association with the direction and 
approval of the membership. 
The Executive Committee shall be empowered to take all necessary 
actions including the expenditure of funds in situations calling for 
immediate response where it is impracticable to assemble the 
membership. The Committee shall account for such actions at the next 
regular meeting of the Association. 
The title and duties of any one or all of the executive positions, 
excepting the Presidency, may be assumed by more than one, but not 
more than two, persons. 
The- duties of the executive officers shall include, but not be limited 
to, the following: 
The President shall preside at all meetings of the Association and 
the Executive Committee, and shall appoint members to such 
committees as shall from time to time be necessary to the 
functioning of the Association. No President may serve in that 
position for more than one year. 
Apologies: 
- continued on page nine 
Picture credits for last issue 
were omitted. Robin Skinner, 
o u r h a r d  w o r k ing 
photographer, deserves all the 
credit. Editor 
